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Abstract
Type Ia Supernovae are thermonuclear explosions that occur on CO white dwarfs
in binary systems, completely disrupting the system. While the exact progenitor of
these events is unclear, there have been several studies exploring the nucleosynthesis
that drives these stellar explosions. These studies have shown that a handful of
reactions have a significant effect on Type Ia Supernova nucleosynthesis, specifically
12
C(α, γ), 12 C+12 C, 20 Ne(α, p), 20 Ne(α, γ), and 30 Si(p, γ).
While the 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na reaction has been shown to be one of the five most
influential reactions, it has not been directly been measured at astrophysically relevant energies. We performed direct measurements of this reaction with multiple
20
Ne beam energies (100 MeV, 80 MeV and 31 MeV) in inverse kinematics.
The measurements were performed at Argonne National Laboratory using the
HELIOS (HELIcal Orbit Spectrometer) beam line. This measurement is also a
proof-of-principle test for a setup designed for reaction studies, using a cryogenic
gas target and a fast position-sensitive ionization chamber (IC). This experimental
setup especially targets reactions with radioactive ion beams and details of the
commissioning runs for the gas target and the IC are discussed.
The data obtained was analyzed using a series of timing and particle identification cuts to determine the particle yields from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction. Efficiencies were determined through a series of simulations using the Geant4 toolkit
and the data were normalized using the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne and 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne reactions. The yields were corrected for these efficiencies and normalized to determine
the reaction cross section.
These newly measured cross sections are compared to the ones previously used
for nuclear reaction sensitivity studies and the likely effects on Type Ia Supernova
nucleosynthesis are discussed. Candidate reactions for future studies are listed and
possible improvements are proposed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview of Stellar Evolution

1.1.1 The Beginning of the Universe
It is generally agreed upon that the evolution of the universe started with immense energy at very high temperatures, where no particles existed: the Big Bang.
Following this, the universe expanded and cooled. After less than a second, the temperature was low enough to allow the production of baryons, including protons and
neutrons. Shortly thereafter the universe cooled even more and nuclear reactions
could take place. This Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [1] produced light elements
up to 7 Be and 7 Li. Additional proton or neutron adding to 7 Be, produces only unstable isotopes, which immediately break apart resulting in a mass gap at A=8 (Fig.
1.1). This bottleneck can be bypassed by the triple-α process, which transforms
three 4 He into 12 C. However this process is slow and requires higher temperatures
and longer times than those present during BBN. Thus, the contribution to heavy
nuclear elements is limited within minutes after the Big Bang. Additionally, 7 Be is
unstable, and decays into 7 Li within days after formation. Thus, light elements up
to 7 Li, and the lack of heavy elements are signatures of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of reactions occurring during Big Bang nucleosynthesis. This
figure is reproduced from [1].
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1.1.2 Stellar Evolution
Most of the content in this section can be found in elementary astrophysics
textbook such as Carroll et al. [1] and Iliadis et al. [2].
The interstellar gas and dust that formed as a result of BBN randomly coalesced
into clouds. Once the size of a gas cloud surpasses the limit of the Jeans length :
Rj ' (

15kT
)1/2 ,
4πGµmH ρ0

(1.1)

where ρ0 is the density of the cloud, mH is the hydrogen molecular mass and µ is
the mean molecular mass, the structure collapses. A more accurate limit, which
includes the effects of external gas pressure, is given by the Bonnor-Ebert mass,
MBE =

cBE vT4
1/2

P0 G3/2

,

(1.2)

p
where P0 is the gas pressure, vT ≡ kT /µmH is the isothermal sound speed and
cBE ' 1.18 is a dimensionless constant.
This collapse forms a protostar, which is initially composed of hydrogen and
helium. Once the energy created by gravitational contraction reaches a certain level,
nuclear reactions are triggered (0.06 M is enough to burn lithium and 0.013 M for
deuterium burning). However, the onset of nuclear reactions does not necessarily
mean the start of main sequence evolution. For a protostar with mass less than
0.072 M , the energy produced by nuclear reactions is not strong enough to balance
gravitational collapse and core temperatures do not become high enough to sustain
hydrogen fusion, and the star ends up as a Brown Dwarf.
All main sequence stars begin with hydrogen burning. Depending on the initial
mass, the major burning processes can be different. Most of the energy produced via
nuclear processes in stars with masses less than 1.2 M comes from the pp reaction
chain, in which hydrogen fuses to 4 He through the series of reactions shown in Fig.
1.2. The chain is divided into sub-groups by the path of fusion into 4 He. Among all
the reaction chains, the pp-1 and pp-2 branches contribute significantly more than
the other possible sequences.
By contrast, in stars that form with enough metals and have initial masses
higher than 1.3 M , the temperatures are higher and the CNO reaction cycle (Fig.
1.3) becomes the dominant proton fusion process, as this reaction cycle is highly
temperature dependent and the rates of the CNO cycle reactions surpass those in
the pp chain at higher temperatures. While the pp-chains and CNO cycles all fuse
protons into 4 He, part of the CNO cycle also contributes to nuclear abundances of
e.g. 13 C, 14 N.
After stars consume most of their hydrogen, the evolutionary track will again
split, depending on the mass. If the mass of the star is not large enough to compress
the core and reach the temperature necessary for 4 He burning (less than 0.5 M ),
the star will eventually exhaust hydrogen and become a helium white dwarf.
Stars with masses larger than ∼0.5 M will go through the helium burning stage.
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Figure 1.2: The nucleosynthesis schematic for the pp chains in the Sun, reproduced
from [3].
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Helium is mainly burned through the triple alpha process, which fuses alpha particles
into 12 C:
4
2 He
8
4 Be

and the fusions of
resulting CO core:

12

+42 He →84 Be
+42 He →12
6 C,

C and 4 He into

12
6 C

16

(1.3)
(1.4)

O, which determines C to O ratio in the

+42 He →16
8 O.

(1.5)

For stars with masses less than 4 M and larger than ∼0.5 M , the core of
the star is formed from the ashes (carbon and oxygen) from He burning. The
rest of the helium forms a shell surrounding the CO core and the helium shell
remains degenerate until He burning is triggered by hydrogen burning in the shell
surrounding the helium shell. This degenerate helium burning (Helium shell flashes)
can produce convective instabilities and strong stellar winds, resulting in high rates
of mass loss. The helium shell flash repeats multiple times, and these successive
flashes gradually drive the envelope layer away. The inner carbon oxygen core is
eventually exposed and becomes inactive, and a CO white dwarf is formed. A star
like our sun needs > 109 years to become a white dwarf, thus a time scale of 12 × 109 years [5] is the time signature of the progenitors of the earliest Type Ia
Supernovae, which involve at least one white dwarf and will be discussed later in
this chapter. This evolutionary stage is also important as it is the site of the s
process that synthesizes about half of the elements heavier than iron.
By contrast, stars with masses between 4 M and 8 M have an initial evolutionary track that resembles that of their lighter siblings; however, for these stars,
the central temperature is high enough to burn carbon into neon and magnesium,
but insufficient to fuse neon. Thus the remnant core will be composed of oxygen,
neon and magnesium, producing a O-Ne-Mg white dwarf.
Stars heavier than 8 M go through the sequences of core burning described
above and then continue onto Ne, O and Si burning ending with an iron core. Beginning with carbon burning, the burning processes become so rapid that there is
not enough time for the stage of repeating helium shell flashes. Once the iron core
reaches the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 M , gravity overpowers electron degeneracy
pressure, forcing electrons to combine with photo-disintegrated protons into neutrons. In the end, the core collapses, producing a core collapse supernovae, resulting
in a neutron star or a black hole compact remnant. Typically, the time duration
from the formation of a heavy star to this endpoint is < 108 years [5].
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1.1.3 Nucleosynthesis in Stellar Evolution
Nuclear reactions are not only energy sources, but also important factories of
heavy element production. Reactions of astrophysical interest, are categorized into
different processes according to the specific astrophysical scenarios in which they
occur and four major nuclear processes are described in this section.
The s process (slow neutron capture process) is a chain of reactions that involve
neutron absorption and the beta decay of the radioactive nuclear isotopes produced.
This process is characterized by neutron densities being high enough to produce
neutron absorption products with significant abundances, but also low enough to
give the radioactive products time to decay back to stability on time scales of ∼year.
The s-process is important in producing nuclear abundances of elements heavier than
iron. Potential s process sites include helium burning stages in stars with masses
above 0.6 M . The majority of s-process products are produced by stars with masses
between 1 and 2 M , and this leads to a signature time scale of 1-2 Gyr [5].
By contrast, the r (rapid neutron capture) process [2] involves much higher neutron densities so that, during the r process, a radioactive isotope will have high
probability of absorbing another neutron before it decays. As a result, this process
pushes the production of neutron-rich isotopes far from stability. As this process
requires very high nuclear densities, potential locations include core collapse supernovae, where large amounts of neutrons are produced through electron capture, and
neutron star mergers, where neutrons are already abundant.
Both the s and r processes create heavy elements above the iron peak, but the
resulting relative isotope abundances are different between the two processes, especially at elements such as Xe, Te, Ba, Eu and Au (Fig. 1.4). The ashes of these
processes are then incorporated into new stars and the ratios of isotopic abundances
in stars are indications of different nuclear processes.
The p-process is a process responsible for producing proton-rich elements. Though
details of this process are not understood, it is believed that this process starts with
reaction seeds of heavy elements from the s and r processes. The majority of p-nulei
are thought to be produced through neutron knock-out reactions (γ,n), followed by
(γ,α) or (γ,p) reactions and subsequent β decays [6]. This process requires high environmental temperatures, so that photons have enough energy to knock out nuleons,
and very short time scales so that most p-process products can survive. Researchers
(e.g. [7]) point out that p-process elements come from different astrophysical sites: i.
e. high temperature environments produce lower mass p-nuclei and low temperature
environments produce high mass p-nuclei.
The rp-process (rapid proton capture process) is another process producing
proton-rich nuclei. Different from the p-process production chain, elements are
mainly produced through consecutive (p,γ) reactions and β + decays. Likely rpprocess sites include classical novae and X-ray bursts (XRBs), where both temperatures and proton densities are high. Besides (p,γ) reactions and β + decays, the final
nuclear abundances and energy output in the rp-process can be largely affected by
(p,α) and (α,p) reaction rates. These (p,α) reactions close reaction cycles in the
rp process, such as the NeNa cycle, while (α,p) reactions can compete with (p,γ)
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reactions (e.g. 18 Ne(α,p), a break out reaction from the CNO cycle, and 30 S(α,p),
which is a waiting point in XRBs and can affect the luminosity profile [8]).
Given the importance of (p,α) and (α,p) reactions, an experimental setup has
been specially designed for measuring (α,p) reactions at Argonne National Laboratory. The success of the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction measurements presented in this
thesis are proof-of-principle tests of this setup, which opens the door for future (α,p)
reaction measurements of astrophysical interest.

Figure 1.4: Abundance (ε) comparison between s process and r process isotopes in
the Solar System (SS) [9].

1.2

Type Ia Supernovae

1.2.1 Overview of Type Ia Supernovae
In general, supernovae (SNe) are classified based on their optical spectra. In this
classification, Type Ia Supernovae (SNeIa) do not exhibit any hydrogen lines and
present a strong blueshifted Si II line at 615 nm (Fig. 1.5) [10]. Early stages of SNeIa
spectra are characterized by lines from high velocity intermediate mass elements
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from oxygen to calcium (Fig. 1.6). At later times, the spectra evolve into a stage
dominated by P Cygni profiles [11] of iron lines. These spectral profiles illustrate the
stages of nucleosynthesis and are used to validate hydrodynamic simulations [12].
SNeIa are believed to be associated with binary systems with at least one white
dwarf. The white dwarf accretes mass from its companion until its mass exceeds
the Chandrasekhar limit, at which point gravity overpowers the degenerate electron
pressure, and this results in a catastrophic explosion. Different from core collapse
SNe, during which the core collapses into a compact remnant (a neutron star or black
hole), the explosion completely destroys the white dwarf and no compact remnant
survives.
It is unanimously agreed that the accretor is a C-O WD in SNeIa, because of
the following reasons: 1. the explosion of a He WD will inevitably eject He, which
contradicts observations; 2. O-Ne WDs are not populous enough to produce the
bulk of SNeIa. 3. Simulations involving O-Ne WD are more likely to produce a
collapse [13].

Figure 1.5: Spectra of different types of SNe. (Figure from[10])
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Figure 1.6: Spectra of SN Ia 1994D in NGC 4526 taken at different times relative
to maximum brightness, and the last two spectra (labeled SN 87L) are of a similar
SN Ia, 1987L. Figure is from [14].
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1.2.2 Astrophysical Interest of SNeIa
Nuclear abundances produced in SNeIa are significantly different from AGB
(Asymptotic Giant Branch, a late stage of hydrogen burning) stars and Type II
SNe. AGB stars account for the production of elements with intermediate masses
and s process products, and both Type II SNe and SNeIa are important contributors of iron peak interstellar elements [15]. Specifically, Type II SNe produce a large
amount of intermediate mass elements from oxygen to calcium, whose abundances
relative to iron surpass the solar system values by factors of 2-3. By contrast, the relative abundances of these intermediate mass elements are much less in Type Ia SNe.
Detailed Galactic evolution models also show that SNeIa account for the production
of more than half of the iron content [16] in the whole Galaxy and are the source for
65-70% of the iron content in the solar neighborhood [17]. A combination of models
for these different SNe are used to interpret the decrease of α-element abundances
at [Fe/H]&-1, observed in multiple massive stars (Fig. 1.7 and Fig. 1.8): The elemental abundances were dominated by Type II SNe nucleosythesis process, which
produces large amounts of α-elements, and the α-elemental abundances decrease
after the introduction of SNeIa with [Fe/H]&-1 [5].

Figure 1.7: Observational data trend of oxygen to iron ratio vs iron abundance in
massive stars [5].
Because of their extreme luminosities, SNe have been studied extensively as
potential standard candles. Among all types of SNe, SNeIa have very high and
consistent peak luminosities in the B band (Fig. 1.9), and are good candidates for
standard candles. Though the raw peak luminosities in the B band, after reddening
corrections, have a dispersion of ∼2 mag, the shape of the light curves can be
corrected for different magnitudes as light curves with higher peaks decline more
9

Figure 1.8: Observational data trend of calcium to iron ratio vs iron abundance in
massive stars [5].

Figure 1.9: A comparison of light curves between different types of SNe (Figure
from [18]).
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Figure 1.10: Markers represents observations of different SNeIa at different times
after peak brightness: 91T (triangle); 81B (square); 86G (circle); 91bg (diamond).
Lines are empirical fitting of visual band SNeIa light curves (Figure from [19]).
slowly (Fig. 1.10). The correction factors for the dispersion can be derived using
∆m15 (B), which is the total drop in luminosity from maximum to t=15 days in B
band magnitudes [20]. The correction significantly improves the dispersion to 0.17
mag in B and 0.14 mag in V [21], and the adopted value of the corrected peak
luminosity at the B and V bands is
< MB >'< MV >' −19.30(±0.03) + 5log(H0 /60),

(1.6)

where H0 is the Hubble constant.
SNeIa with corrected peak luminosities are useful in cosmological measurements:
1. Nearby SNeIa (z<0.1) are used to measure the Hubble constant [22]; 2. A
well observed distant SNeIa with large z is ideal for studying light curve distortion
caused by time dilation [23]; 3. The whole SNeIa compilation was used to determine
cosmological parameters (ΩM and ΩΛ ) [24], whose results led to the conclusion that
the so-called “vacuum energy density” accelerates the universe’s expansion.

1.2.3 Progenitor Models of SNeIa
Despite the significant contributions SNeIa make to cosmology, the fundamental
questions about their progenitor and the explosion mechanism are not thoroughly
answered. The common progenitor models include the double degenerate model,
which involves two WDs, and the single degenerate model, with one dwarf and
one main sequence star. Each of the two model classes has its own strengths and
11

weaknesses.
The single degenerate model has been traditionally favored. In this model, the
companion star gradually transfers its mass to the WD until the mass of the WD
reaches the Chandrasekhar limit (1.4 M ), and a Type Ia SNe occurs. Some research
suggests that the elements synthesized via this progenitor scenario better fit Galactic
chemical evolution [25] and point out the good agreement of early time spectra and
light curves between simulations and observations [26]. Assuming there exists a
WD steadily accreting mass from the donor, this model may be the most reliable for
preserving the explosion point at ∼1.4 M , which could explain the homogeneity of
the corrected SNeIa peak luminosities. In addition, recent observations studying the
speed and the mass of the ejecta, suggest that all of the SNeIa in the sample burned
similar masses [27]. Thus the single degenerate model naively fits the scenario well.
However, there are also clear weaknesses to this model: 1. As the WD explodes,
some of the H and He accreted from its companion should be visible at some points,
but most studies show no observations of H [28]. Nevertheless, some observations
point to the possibility that some core collapse SNe, which have light curves similar
to SNeIa, are actually SNeIa. Those studies argue that the H spectra are the result of
the interaction between SNeIa ejecta and the circumstellar medium of the donor star
[29] and those special cases are named “SNe1.5”; 2. Any surviving post companion
should show a very high luminosity after being affected by the explosion, but studies
point out that this is not what is observed [30]. However, given the uncertainty of
the observations and the limited sample size, the single degenerate model should
not be ruled out based on above arguments.
Besides the observational questions, single degenerate models also face theoretical problems. As the WD accretes mass from its companion, if the accretion rate
is slow, hydrogen will build up on the surface and may trigger a classical nova at
some point. This eruption can drive away more mass than the WD accretes. As
a result, a Type Ia SNe will never happen. The situation is improved if the donor
is a He rich star, as He burns at higher temperature. However, accumulated He
may eventually ignite and will also result in a mass loss. Furthermore, the shock
wave brought by a He detonation may ignite carbon inside the WD core and cause
a sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosion. The sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosion itself
is an independent Type Ia model, and this model agrees better with observations of
so-called subluminous SNeIa [26].
Double degenerate models, where two CO WDs merge, are a natural explanation
of the lack of H and He in SNeIa spectra. Some simulations show outstanding agreement with observational spectra [12]. As a WD is no longer evolving on the main
sequence, the accretion process is driven by gravitational radiation, which gradually
brings the two WDs closer. The lower mass WD will eventually be tidally disrupted.
The number of double degenerate SNeIa progenitor candidates is enormous and this
matches the statistical prediction of the rate of SNeIa: 10−3 per year for a ∼108 year
old Galaxy and 10−4 per year for a ∼1010 year old Galaxy [31]. Recent observations
also show evidence of a lack of a companion star from one Type Ia site [32]. As
companion stars from the single degenerate model are very likely to remain after
the explosion, this lack of observation could be a strong statement that at least some
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of the observations of the SNeIa are consistent with the double degenerate model.
Nevertheless, the theoretical models for the double degenerate scenario also have
some serious questions. As the lighter WD donates its mass to its heavier sibling,
the accretion rate is relatively unstable and this may trigger the ignition before the
accreting WD reaches the Chandrasekhar limit. Therefore, this model has difficulties
in explaining why the maximum luminosities of SNeIa are consistent. Furthermore,
simulations show that double degenerate models are more likely to transform the CO
WD into a O-Ne-Mg WD [33], which has a high chance undergoing a core collapse,
instead of a thermonuclear explosion.
Compared with the single-degenerate model, most of the open questions for the
double-degenerate model are on the theoretical mechanism. However, neither the
single-degenerate nor the double-degenerate models can be completely confirmed
or ruled out. At this time, it is also possible that different models account for
different portions of SNeIa. Besides questions about the major classification of the
progenitor model, other questions on the details of the explosion exist: e.g. does the
burning start at the center or off axis? Furthermore, current simulations require an
artificial burning process, where a delayed detonation is introduced. These models
can accurately reproduce some of the observations [34], but the real mechanism
is not understood. More accurate simulations and more detailed observations are
required in order to solve the progenitor problem and answer other open questions.

1.3

Nucleosynthesis SNeIa

1.3.1 Nuclear Processes In SNeIa
The nuclear processes that drive SNeIa include thousands of reactions, and influential reactions are illustrated in Fig. 1.11. The key reaction flows are discussed
in this section. The explosion itself is powered by nuclear reactions and typically
starts with carbon and oxygen burning [35], e.g.:
12

C +12 C → (24 Mg)∗ →23 Na + p + 2.24 MeV(32%)
→20 Ne + α + 4.62 MeV(66%)
→23 Mg + n − 2.6 MeV(2%)

(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)

In the case of Eq. 1.9, the reaction chain 23 Mg(n,p)23 Na(p,α)20 Ne then converts
the products into 20 Ne. Eventually 20 Ne and 4 He will combine into 24 Mg . There
are also fusion reactions of 16 O+16 O, 12 C+16 O and 12 C+12 C. The combination of
these and other reactions will loosely produce a chain of nuclei that are multiples
of 4 He. The 4 He chain products are the so-called “α elements”. At the top of the
chain 56 Ni is produced, which is the most bound nucleus created through adding
4
He. Any further addition of 4 He can be neglected because of the higher Q value
and Coulomb barrier.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.11: (a) A reaction flow chart of reactions with >10% maximum influence on
the final abundances of at least one species. Different types of reactions are marked
with different colors: (n, γ) reactions in red, (p,γ) reactions in cyan, (p,n) reactions
in magenta, (α,γ) reactions in blue, (α,n) reactions in black (α,p) in green; (b) A
reaction flow chart of reactions with large mass flows. Colors represent mass flow
levels: red for >0.5 M , magenta for >0.4 M , blue for >0.3M , green for >0.2
M , and cyan for >0.01 M .
This process does not last very long, as the temperature rises quickly and reaches
a critical limit (∼ 4 × 109 T) at which point newly formed nuclei will quickly be
photo-disintegrated. As the elements break apart, they immediately start to form
heavier nuclei again. This loop soon reaches an equilibrium, which is called nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE). Elements inside NSE will forget the previous
trajectory of nucleosynthesis, but the initial chemical abundances at the onset of
NSE do affect the final chemical abundances. For example, research shows that
the percentage of 22 Ne residue from the CNO cycle and helium burning through
14
N(α,γ)18 F(β + ,νe )18 O(α,γ)22 Ne, can affect the electron ratio Ye and thus is linearly
related to the mass ratio of 56 Ni [36]; other research also shows how the ratio of 22 Ne
affects laminar flame speed [37] and other expansion states [38].
The whole WD also separates into different layers during the explosion (Fig.
1.12), where different nuclear processes occur. It is necessary to know the contribution from all of the reactions for a complete understanding of SNeIa.

1.3.2 Nucleosynthesis Studies
There are numerous simulations of SNeIa nucleosynthesis. The typical method
of performing such a study is the following. Firstly a hydrodynamic simulation is
executed to produce temperature and density trajectories, with a very limited num14

Figure 1.12: Profiles of peak temperatures and densities achieved at each mass shell
(solid thick line) during a SNeIa (Figure from [39]). Stars mark different mass layers,
separated for each 0.1 M .
ber of reactions (typically the α chain network), which have a significant impact on
the nuclear energy released. Then the temperature and density trajectory is used
for a postprocessing procedure. The postprocessing procedure includes more nuclear
isotopes and a larger reaction network, and it calculates final chemical abundances.
The synthetic spectrum can also be obtained with a radiative transport code. Reasonable spectra can be achieved, but large deviations exist at certain points without
any fine tuning (Fig. 1.13).
The importance of accurate data in a reaction network is illustrated in one
specific example. It was originally believed that simulations overproduced Ti and Cr.
However, this conflict is resolved after including revised rates of weak interactions
from more accurate measurements and the use of more recent 3D models [40].
However, obtaining experimental reaction data for all reactions in the relevant
energy range requires an enormous amount of time and effort. It is therefore necessary to focus on the most important set of reactions for this long term objective.
Recently, two research groups independently studied the contributions from each
reaction in so-called sensitivity studies [39, 40]. They upscaled and downscaled each
standard reaction rate by a factor of 10 individually for each iteration, and collected
the reactions that had the largest effects on final elemental abundances. Though
the detailed results are different, both studies agreed that 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na is among
the most influential reactions, which also include 12 C+12 C, 12 C(α,γ), 20 Ne(α,γ),
and 30 Si(p,γ). Among all of the reactions listed above, a significant amount of effort has been contributed to the study of 12 C+12 C (e.g. [41]), 12 C(α,γ)[42, 43] and
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Si(p,γ)[44], but very little research has been performed on 20 Ne(α,γ)[45] and there
have been no direct measurements of 20 Ne(α,p) in the astrophysically relevant energy regime, since measurements with gaseous targets are technically more difficult.
Parikh et al. [40] specifically point out that the 20 Ne(α,p) reaction rate is not well
constrained at astrophysical temperatures above 3.5 GK, because of a lack of experimental data. The 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na rates used in these studies [39, 40] are based on
the REACLIB reaction rate library as discussed below.

Figure 1.13: Comparison between simulated spectrum (red) and observational spectrum (black) (Figure from [12]).

1.3.3 Overview of Astrophysical Reaction Rates
A general expression for a reaction rate [2], folding the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and nuclear reaction cross section is given by:
Z ∞
8 1/2 NA
NA hσvi = (
)
Eσ(E)e−E/kT dE
(1.10)
πm01
(kT )3/2 0
where E is the kinetic energy, m01 is the reduced mass of the two reaction particles,
σ(E) is the reaction cross section, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the environment temperature. Assuming no interference between different components, the
total reaction rate can be separated into several categories:
hσvi = hσvinarrow

resonance

+ hσvibroad

resonance
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+ hσvinonresonant

(1.11)

The
general cross section is given by σ(E) ≡ E1 e−2πη S(E), where E1 e−2πη (η =
p
m01
1
Z Z e2 ) is an approximation of the s-wave transmission probability at ener~
2E 0 1
gies below the Coulomb barrier and contains all of the nuclear information. S(E)
is the S-factor and this value is relatively more constant than σ(E) in the absence
of resonances. Typically, a Taylor series to the 2nd or 3rd order can well reproduce
S(E).
Assuming a constant S(E), the reaction rate of the nonresonant component
peaks at
r
2π
E
d
m01
2
(− Z0 Z1 e
−
)E=E0 = 0
(1.12)
dE
~
2E
kT
, and the resulting peak profile is called the Gamow peak, where E0 is the centroid
of the peak. The Gamow peak represents the energy at which the reaction is most
likely to occur at a specific temperature T.
Both the narrow resonant component and broad resonant component of the cross
section can be described by the Breit Wigner formula,
σEW (E) =

λ2 (2J + 1)(1 + δ01 )
Γa (E)Γb (E)
,
4π (2j0 + 1)(2j1 + 1) (Er − E)2 + Γ2 /4

(1.13)

where J and Er are the spin and energy of the resonance, Γa (E)
√ and Γb (E) are the
partial widths of the entrance and exit channels, and λ = 2π~ 2m01 E.
For a narrow resonance (Γ is small), substituting Eq. 1.13 for σ(E) in Eq. 1.10
results in the reaction rate simplifying to:
NA hσvi = NA (

2π 3/2 2 Er/kT
) ~e
ωγ
m01 kT

(1.14)

where γ ≡ Γa Γb /Γ, which are the widths at the resonance energy and are assumed
(2J+1)(1+δ01 )
to be constant since the width of the resonance is small, and ω ≡ (2j
.
0 +1)(2j1 +1)
The quantity ωγ is called the resonance strength and Γ is the total width of the
resonance.
When the kinetic energy is much higher than the particle threshold of the compound nucleus, the density of states of the compound nucleus becomes dense and a
statistical model can be used with good accuracy.
By contrast, reactions at energies near the particle threshold are often characterized by isolated resonances. If the continuous reaction cross section is relatively
small, resonance contributions can largely affect the overall reaction rate at lower
energies. Thus, it is important to have accurate data, especially at lower energies.
Besides intrinsic properties of the nuclear reaction, the astrophysical reaction
rate also needs to be modified by an electron screening factor, as all elements in the
astrophysical environment are fully ionized and the space between nuclei is filled
with free electrons. The Coulomb force must be corrected with a plasma model for
low energy experiments. In the SNeIa energy regime, the Coulomb force is negligible.
Though the theoretical picture is straight forward, experimental measurements
are needed to determine a number of factors: the factor for each term in the Taylor
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series for fitting the nonresonant component (S factor of the nonresonant component), the resonant energies and strengths for each narrow resonance in Eq. 1.14,
and all Γ terms and spins for both broad and narrow resonances in Eq. 1.13. It is
worth noting that the nonresonant component is negligible at the energies relevant
for this experiment.
Our experiments focus on measuring the cross section directly, instead of the resonance properties. The measurements can be illustrated using the general definition
of a differential cross section,
∆N
dσ
=
,
dΩ
ε∆ΩI∆tnl

(1.15)

where ∆N is the number of counts detected, ∆Ω is the angular coverage, ε is the
overall detection efficiency, I is the beam rate, n the target particle density, ∆t is
the duration of measurement and l is the target thickness. The detectors in our
measurement cover reaction products over a specific angular range. With a beam
intensity and target thickness determined, and the statistics obtained from each
detector, the differential cross section at the angles measured in the experiment can
be determined.

1.3.4 Current Reaction Networks for SNeIa
In order to supply the reaction networks needed for SNeIa simulations, reaction rates determined by previous measurements are compiled into libraries. A few
common reaction libraries are described in this section.
A compilation by Angulo et al., commonly referred to as the NACRE compilation, is one of the most commonly used libraries [46]. The method of rate calculation
is similar to what is described in the previous section, but only narrow resonance
and non-resonance mechanisms are adopted for cross-section derivations. In this
compilation, existing measurements of resonance parameters (Er and ωγ) at the
same energy are weighted according to their uncertainties. For non-resonance measurements, S factors are fit with a polynomial series and extrapolated to obtain cross
sections at low energy points. Upper and lower limits of cross sections are obtained
by error propagation. When large uncertainties are associated with measurements
or no measurements exist, a theoretical calculation is implemented. After those
three steps, reaction rates can be calculated at temperatures up to a preset cut-off
temperature. For temperatures higher than the cutoff temperature, theoretical rates
from a Hauser-Feshbach (HF) model are used. However, at the cut-off temperature,
the cross section calculated from the HF model may differ from what was extrapolated from points at lower temperatures. This will create a discontinuity in the cross
section function. To solve this problem, a temperature dependent factor is applied
to the HF results to force the two numbers to match at the cut-off temperature.
Similar factors are obtained for the lower and upper reaction rate limits. This work
also includes an enhancement factor from the electron screening effect, and cross
18

section calculations for excited target nuclei.
In Iliadis et al.’s compilation [47–50], the non-resonance cross section is calculated using a single-particle potential model and the reaction rates are estimated
through a Monte Carlo approach. Each nuclear physics quantity is associated with
a distribution and a set numbers for the nuclear physics quantities of interest are
randomly generated and used for each iteration of reaction rate calculations. Eventually, a distribution of reaction rates is obtained. The upper rate, recommended
rate and lower rate represent the 0.84, 0.5 and 0.16 quartiles of the accumulated
rate distribution, respectively.
The above two compilations, however, cover a very small set of reactions and their
use is limited. Recently, a more complete library, REACLIB [51], was developed and
this library includes most previous experimental work. This compilation stores the
overall reaction rate λ with a 7-parameter function for each reaction
#
"
5
X
2i−5
(1.16)
λ = exp a0 +
ai T9 3 + a6 ln T9
i=1

, regardless of the physics input. However, most reaction data involving short-lived
radioactive elements are still absent. In this situation, a shell model calculation is
adopted.
All of the above data compilations are still far from enough. In most cases, the
rates at astrophysical energies are either extrapolated or theoretically calculated, and
the rates include large uncertainties. Certain reaction rates at higher energies may
not be well constrained, due to lack of quality measurements. Thus, it is necessary
to provide more reliable experimental data and our measurement of 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na
is one step along this journey.

1.4

Previous studies related to the
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Ne(α,p)23 Na Reaction

Although no previous direct measurements have been performed for 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na
at astrophysically relevant energies (one measurement exists at high energy regime
[52]), the inverse reaction, 23 Na(p,α)20 Ne, has been measured multiple times (e.g.
[53]) and the data compilation can be found in a number of publications [54, 55], as
it is a critical reaction in the NeNa cycle in classical novae and also a useful probe
in measuring excited states of 24 Mg. These previous measurements focused on measuring astrophysically relevant resonances and fully cover reaction energies from 5.5
keV to 2255.9 keV in the center mass frame (CMS), which almost covers the energy
range of interest in SNeIa (Fig. 1.14). This set of measurements is compiled in
the work of Iliadis et at. [55]. Measurements at higher reaction energy points are
available, but the data are not complete for all resonances [56].
The 23 Na(p,α)20 Ne reaction is associated with highly excited states of the compound nucleus 24 Mg above ∼11.7 MeV (the proton threshold, above which 24 Mg
can decay into p+23 Na). At high excitation energies, the density of excited states
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is typically high and a statistical model is expected to reproduce the cross section.
However, most resonances for the 23 Na(p,α)20 Ne reaction turn out to be very weak
and strong resonances are sparse in the energy range important for SNeIa (Fig.
1.15).
With the differential cross section for the inverse reaction, the cross section for
20
Ne(α,p)23 Na can be determined via detailed-balanced by
dσ
(a + b
dΩ
dσ
(c + d
dΩ

→ c + d)
|Mif | p2f (2sc + 1)(2sd + 1)
=
|Mf i | p2i (2sa + 1)(2sb + 1)
→ a + b)
m3 m4 Ef2 (2sc + 1)(2sd + 1)(1 + δ12 )
≈
,
m1 m2 Ei2 (2sa + 1)(2sb + 1)(1 + δ34 )

(1.17)
(1.18)

where si is particle spin, p is angular momentum and E is the kinetic energy. All
parameters are in the CMS frame.
The conversion parameter from the inverse reaction cross section to 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na
is 1.13. Given the small differential cross section of the inverse reaction (except for
cross sections at strong resonances), we shall expect a cross section of ∼1 mb for
the 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na reaction.
The results calculated from the inverse reaction only include cross sections for
ground state to ground state transitions. Reactions populating excited states in 23 Na
can also contribute to stellar reaction rates; however, they can not be calculated
from the cross section of the inverse reaction. Figure 1.16 shows that our lowest
energy measurement (5 MeV CMS and 31 MeV for the 20 Ne beam at the reaction
point), which is in the range of astrophysical interest in SNeIa, can produce 23 Na at
excitation energies up to 2.39 MeV.
Thus, given the uncertainties of weak resonances from measurements of 23 Na(p,α)20 Ne
and the absence of 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na∗ cross sections, our measurements are needed to
provide more accurate and complete cross section information on the 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na
reaction for astrophysical models.
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Figure 1.14: Rough estimation of Gamow Peak versus CMS energy for the 20 Ne+α
reaction. The shaded areas represent the energy ranges that have been measured
by various groups [53, 56].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.15: Excitation function for 23 Na(p,α)20 Ne with proton energies (a) from
1.08-2.7 MeV and (b) from 2.7-3.5 MeV [56].
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup And Devices
We performed the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na experiment at the ATLAS (Argonne Tandem
Linac Accelerator System) facility at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [57], using the HELIcal Orbit Spectrometer (HELIOS) and a cryogenically cooled gas target.
Protons from the reaction were detected in the HELIOS Si array in coincidence with
23
Na particles, which were detected by a high-rate ionization chamber. The details
of the beam line and its associated detector systems are described below.

2.1

ATLAS

ATLAS is a superconducting linear accelerator located at Argonne National Laboratory that provides beams of projectiles heavier than the electron, and this Department Of Energy (DOE) user facility is open to scientists from institutes worldwide.

Figure 2.1: A schematic of ATLAS and all available beamlines (beamlines shown in
red).
A schematic of the ATLAS floorplan is presented in Fig. 2.1. There are two
ion sources:“ECR II Ion Source” and “ECR I Ion Source”, which is combined with
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CARIBU [58] (CAlifornium Rare Isotope Breeder Upgrade). In an ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion source [59], neutral gases are ionized by a rapidly
oscillating electromagnetic field. Charged ions are then injected into a series of
superconducting RF (Radio Frequency) resonator cavities for acceleration. This
technique is applicable for accelerating all stable and long-lived radioactive isotopes
in gaseous states. Elements residing in solid materials can also be accelerated after
being evaporated, for example by a high-power laser. To provide accelerated beams
of short-lived radioactive elements at ATLAS, two methods may be used. 1. Certain
neutron rich radioactive beams can be produced using the “ECR I Ion Source” combined with CARIBU if those isotopes are products of 252 Cf fission. 2. If requested
beam species are close to stability, isotopes can be produced through the in-flight
radioactive ion beam production technique [60]. The in-flight radioactive ion beam
production technique starts with a heavy stable primary beam bombarding a light
target, typically a cryogenically-cooled gas cell. Unstable beam particles are produced via one or two nucleon transfer reactions. The reaction products are further
rebunched and the desired products are selected by tuning electric and magnetic
field settings of downstream beamline elements.
Ion beams with energies up to 17 MeV/u can be delivered to multiple target
areas, including HELIOS [61], the split-pole spectrometer [62], trap area [63] and
Gammasphere [64]. The 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction was studied in the HELIOS area.
The beam used for this experiment is 20 Ne, which exists as a stable gas at
standard temperature and pressure. Thus, only ECR ion source II is needed for
beam production. The beam purity was ∼100 % and the beam intensity requested
in this experiment was not limited by the capabilities of the accelerator facility.

2.2

HELIOS

The HELIcal Orbit Spectrometer (HELIOS) is a device specially designed for
studying heavy ion reactions in inverse kinematics [65]. The spectrometer itself is a
repurposed MRI magnet. Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the experimental setup
for a typical measurement of a (d,p) transfer reaction in HELIOS [66] and Fig. 2.3
is a photograph of HELIOS (side view). The total length of the HELIOS chamber
is 234.7 cm, and its inner bore diameter is 92.5 cm. HELIOS is a super-conducting
magnetic solenoid, with a 2.86 T maximum central magnetic field strength. The
accelerated beam from ATLAS is directed along the magnetic field axis of HELIOS
and a target is placed in the middle of the magnetic volume. Light reaction products
emitted at backward angles will follow helical trajectories to the central axis due to
the magnetic field, and be detected by the Si array arranged upstream of the target
(referred as setup 1). The Si array can also be placed at the downstream position
relative to the target, in order to detect light particles emitted at forward angles
(setup 2).
The absolute deviation of the magnetic field throughout the magnet’s volume
from the center averaged field is presented in Fig. 2.4 for both axial and radial com25

ponents. The deviations are defined as BAxial /BAverage and BRadial /BAverage , where
BAverage is the average of measurements of the magnetic field at the central axis
where |z| < 50 cm. Each data point for the magnetic field away from the central
axis is an average of 36 measurements at evenly distributed φ angles. In Fig. 2.4,
the magnetic field at ρ < 40 cm and |z| < 50 cm has a high degree of uniformity.
Even at ρ = 45 cm, the largest deviation with |z| < 40 cm is only slightly larger
than 2 % from ρ=0 cm, and for the magnetic field along the axis, the deviation is
consistently less than 1 % until |z| reaches 55 cm.

Figure 2.2: HELIOS schematic with a silicon recoil detector in use, adopted from
[67]. This plot shows a beam impinging on a CD2 target. Protons (blue lines) emitted at backward angle are curved back to the silicon array by the strong magnetic
field. Because of their larger rigidity, heavy recoils (black lines after the red target)
are forward focused and are detected by the silicon recoil detectors.
To study the potential effects on experimental yields brought about by the magnetic field variations, simulated proton trajectories from two reactions studied here
[2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne and 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na] at a few selected energies are plotted on top
of a 2D contour plot of the magnet field deviations in both of the radial and axial
directions (Fig. 2.5). The simulations of proton trajectories do not include proton
energy losses in target materials; therefore, the actual proton trajectories may be
slightly smaller than the simulated ones. The figure presents the extremes of proton
trajectories (reactions with higher beam energies or lower recoil excitation energies
usually yield more dispersive trajectories) and shows that most of the proton trajectories fall into the region of good magnetic field uniformity. Specifically, the largest
dispersions in the two experimental setups used for these measurements correspond
to the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na study with a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam energy (100 MeV at the
reaction point) in setup 1 and 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne with a 40-MeV beam energy (31 MeV
at reaction point) in setup 2.
The core of HELIOS is a detector system that consists of an array of 24 rectangular silicon detectors. Each group of 6 detectors are glued to one side of an aluminum
square frame. The aluminum frame is hollow, so that the beam is allowed to pass
through it, and the inner diameter of the hole is 10 mm. The aluminum frame is
attached to a support tube, which is mounted to an alignment ring. This design
gives the freedom of translating the aluminum frame over a range of 400 mm axially
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Figure 2.3: A photograph of HELIOS.
along the beam axis. The alignment ring provides precise adjustment of the angle of
the aluminum frame such that the axis of the Si array can be aligned with the beam
axis. There is an alignment ring at each end of HELIOS, so that the silicon array
can be mounted on either side of the target, depending on experimental needs.
Each single silicon detector was produced by Canberra Industries and was originally designed for a previous experiment [68] as a nuclear reaction calorimeter. The
size of each silicon detector (Fig. 2.6) is 12 mm × 56 mm, with a thickness of
700±15 µm. The active area is 9 mm × 50.5 mm. The wafers can be fully depleted
at ∼+105 V reverse bias and can stop protons up ∼11 MeV and alpha particles
up to ∼45 MeV with normal incidence. Two dead layers are introduced from a
back ohmic contact and from a front junction contact, which are 500 Å and 1000 Å,
respectively, in equivalent silicon thickness. This silicon detector is a resistive type
detector. When a particle travels through the detector, it will create electron-hole
pairs. Positive and negative charges will be collected by front and back sides of the
Si detector, respectively. The amount of charge created during the process is proportional to the energy loss of the particle in the Si. As the front (junction) face of
the detector is a resistive layer, the charge collected from the front side is shared by
two electrodes and the sharing ratio is inversely proportional to the distance to each
electrode. The back side signal is used to extract total particle energies and position
information from the front side can be derived, using the following equation,
X=

Xfar − Xnear
L
[1 +
],
2
Eback
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(2.1)

Axial (z) Position (cm)

(a)

Axial (z) Position (cm)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Measurements of (a) BAxial /BAverage , and (b) BRadial /BAverage vs position
along the axis. Each magnetic field measurement is an average of 36 measurements
at 10◦ angle intervals in φ. The legends marked the radial positions of the measurements in cm.
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Figure 2.5: 2D magnetic field deviation distribution of both (a) axial and (b) radial
components are plotted in the background. Proton trajectory lines are stacked for
selected reactions measured during the experiment. The trajectory simulation does
not include any proton energy losses after the reaction point. If an excitation energy
is not specified, the trajectories of protons associated with the ground state of the
residual nucleus are plotted. The value of the color bar is the ratio between the field
deviation and the mean axial field.
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where L is the length of one detector’s active area, and Xnear , Xfar and Eback are
charge collected for near, far and back side of the detector, respectively. Alternative
methods are available, but the above function appears to be the most effective and
has been successfully used in previous HELIOS measurements. The calibrated Eback
signal is used to determine the total proton energy. The position resolution is tested
to be between 0.5 mm and 1.2 mm FWHM and the intrinsic energy resolution is
∼50 keV (FWHM) [61].

Figure 2.6: Schematic of one silicon detector, attached to the array mount. Figure
is taken from [61].

2.3

Target

The targets are mounted on a fan-like device, which can select the target to be
aligned with the beam position by rotating about the beam axis. The target fan
is mounted on a rail system, which is connected with a plastic chain and can be
controlled by a rotating wheel on the downstream end of HELIOS. This system can
translate the target fan along the axial direction. The translation range covers most
of the axial length of HELIOS and the translation movement is accurately measured
by a laser meter, which has a stated accuracy of ±2.5 mm. In addition to translational freedom, the target fan can also be rotated up to ±18◦ by a stepper motor.
Each step of the stepper motor corresponds to 0.018◦ of target fan rotation, which
is equivalently 0.14 mm arc movement of the targets. The rotation system is controlled by a LabView software program. The program records rotation position and
the positions can be repeated by saving the recorded parameters. All components
of both the translation and rotation systems are built from non-magnetic materials
to operate in the high magnetic field region of HELIOS.
The target fan used in this study consists of two major parts (Fig. 2.7). The
main, central piece is the cryogenic gas target, which is a modified version of a previous design [69] used in the split-pole spectrometer area at ATLAS. The cryogenic
gas cell is shown in the middle of the gas target assembly shown in Fig. 2.7. The
depth of the gas cell can be changed to 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, by installing different
flanges. The opening of the gas cell is 0.2500 in diameter for one side and 0.3100 for the
other side. The geometry results in maximum angles of emittance of θlab ≤72◦ and
θlab ≥94◦ for the 0.2500 and 0.3100 apertures, respectively, where θ = 0◦ is normal to
the gas cell flanges, if a reaction happens in the center of the gas cell. Depending on
the specific requirements of an experiment, different window materials can be used.
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For this cryogenic gas target, Kapton and titanium foils have been tested. Due to
the higher atomic number of Ti, experimental spectra obtained using titanium foils
show more scattering, but fewer contaminants from fusion evaporation reactions. By
contrast, experiments using Kapton foils experience less scattering, but there can be
heavy contamination from fusion evaporation reactions in the energy ranges typically involved in HELIOS measurements. Because of the good thermal conductivity
and higher melting point, titanium foils usually can tolerate higher beam currents.
However, it is important to note that Ti foils can not be used in a hydrogen-rich
environment, where Ti and H will form TiH2 and this component will decompose
at temperatures higher than 450◦ C.
Test experiments using the 2 H(14 C,p)15 C reaction, were completed to determine
the performance of the gas target. In this experiment the gas target was filled
with 500 Torr deuterium gas at room temperature and 1-mg/cm2 Kapton foils were
installed for both the entrance and exit windows (0.2500 for the entrance window
and 0.3100 for the exit window). Comparison measurements were taken with a 488µg/cm2 solid CD2 target. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 2.8, which
shows the proton spectrum using the solid target with a resolution of ∼220-keV
FWHM and the gas target spectrum with 260-keV FWHM resolution. This gas
target was also used for a measurement of 3 He(14 C,d)15 N, to show the feasibility of
measuring (3 He,d) reactions using this gas target in the future.

Figure 2.7: A picture of the cryogenic gas target, with two solid target fans installed
on either side of the gas cell.
The gas cell in Fig. 2.7 is surrounded by a liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) reservoir, which
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is contained inside the metal flange. Liquid nitrogen provides cooling for the gas
target cell and is circulated through copper lines, shown in the lower half of Fig.
2.7. This cooling system can keep the temperature of the gas cell constantly at ∼93
K. Cooled gas will have ∼3 times higher gas density than gas at room temperature.
Specifically, cooled deuterium gas at 500 Torr gas pressure will have density of
3.45×10−4 g/cm3 and the 1-mm deep gas cell filled with cooled deuterium gas at 500
Torr has an equivalent deuterium thickness to a 138.0 µg/cm2 (C2 D4 )n solid target.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8: Plots showing the proton spectra from the 2 H(14 C,p)15 C reaction, using
(a) a 488-µg/cm2 solid CD2 target and (b) the gas target. A 1.0-mg/cm2 Kapton
foil was used for the gas cell windows. The two lines present in the spectra are
associated with the ground and the 1st excited state of 15 C.
Though the energy spectra from the (d,p) reaction measurements using the gas
target typically have worse resolution than measurements with solid targets and solid
targets also have a much higher beam current tolerance, implementation of a gas target provides the feasibility of measurements using gaseous materials as targets, such
as 3 He and 4 He, which is necessary for a direct measurement of 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na.
Additionally, there are two target fans, located on each side of the gas target
assembly. A total of six target slots are available for solid targets. Each slot is 3/400
in diameter and they are separated by ∼3 cm. On the left side of the target fan,
three targets can be installed in the large slot, and there is empty space between each
target frame. The empty space was used as a “blank” target during the experiment.
For all the experimental runs, three of the slots were used for an alpha source, a
Faraday cup and a collimator, respectively (as labeled in Fig. 2.7). The remaining
slots contain deuterated polyethylene (C2 D4 )n targets, gold foils, Ti foil and Kapton
foils, depending on the specific experimental setup. Targets used during this series
of experiments include two layers of 1.3 mg/cm2 Ti foils, 132 µg/cm2 gold foil + 93
µg/cm2 CD2 target, 704 µg/cm2 CD2 target, 488 µg/cm2 CD2 target, 131 µg/cm2
CD2 target and two layers of 1 mg/cm2 Kapton foils. These CD2 targets were used
for calibration purposes and to test the experimental setup using (d,p) reactions,
while the Ti and Kapton targets were used to test scattering and fusion evaporation
reactions resulting from the gas target windows.
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2.4

Ionization Chamber (IC)

2.4.1 LSU IC overview and Design
A large amount of effort was devoted to the development of the fast, positionsensitive ionization chamber (IC), which was located at the downstream end of
HELIOS for the detection and identification of heavy recoils and to monitor the ion
beam at high counting rates.
The IC design is based on an existing detector described by Kimura et al. [70],
where they introduced a new type of ionization chamber composed of multiple tilted
parallel planes for electrodes. This IC was implemented for high-energy heavy ion
detection at the RIKEN accelerator facility. This design significantly improves count
rate ability and is proven to be effective in separating different particle species. As
this IC does not use a Frisch grid and the electrodes are approximately perpendicular
to the trajectories of incoming particles (i.e. the electric field is almost parallel to
the particles’ trajectories), it also has benefits such as being free of delay time and
position dependence. Later, a similar design was adopted by Chae et al. [71] for low
energy nuclear physics measurements with a new fast-counting ionization chamber,
which was constructed and commissioned at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In
the modified design, electrode planes were replaced by grids to avoid the additional
energy losses that occur when charged particles pass through the electrode planes.
We adopted the merits from previous designs, but unlike the previous designs of
Kimura et al. and Chae et al. that used a tilted-electrode design, the grids in the
LSU design are normal to the beam direction, as shown in Fig. 2.9a. In addition,
this new design includes the implementation of position sensitivity, which was not
available in previous detectors. Our design was used for the development of a series of
fast gas ionization chambers, which have been commissioned at the ATLAS facility at
Argonne National Laboratory, the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory
(NSCL) at Michigan State University, and the John D. Fox Accelerator Laboratory
at Florida State University, where the first IC of this series was built.
The inside of the IC is composed of a stack of parallel grids. The grids are alternatively grounded and positively biased, such that each anode is always sandwiched
by two cathodes 2.9a. The grids are equally spaced in 2-cm intervals by plastic
spacers, which keep the electrodes electrically isolated. Depending on the specific
spatial requirements at each accelerator laboratory, the total number of grids varies
from 21 - 27, resulting in an active detector length of 40 - 52 cm. The majority of the
grids are circular with an inner diameter of 17.8 cm and an outer diameter of 21.6
cm (Fig. 2.9b). Parallel gold plated tungsten wires of diameter 0.000700 are equally
spaced over the frame and attached using conductive epoxy. The average spacing is
approximately 2 mm between the wires. Unlike the anode planes used by Kimura
et al., the wire-grid design allows most low energy particles to travel through the
detector without any additional energy loss; however, there is a small probability
that incoming particles will be intercepted by the wires and be completely stopped,
resulting in a loss of efficiency. For grids with 2-mm spaced wires, this loss of efficiency is ∼1% per grid. The anodes are grouped into several sections to provide
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multiple energy loss signals.

Beam

4 CM

(a)

21.6 cm

21.9 cm

17.8 cm

10.0 cm

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.9: (a) The schematic for internal electrode connections in the IC. All of the
cathodes are in grey, position sensitive grids are in green and regular anodes are in
red. In the lower half of the figure, (b) a CAD drawing of a regular grid and (c) a
CAD drawing of a position sensitive grid are shown. Average wire separations for
regular grids and position sensitive grids are 2 mm and 3 mm, respectively.
A new capability for position sensitivity has been developed for these ionization
chambers. In addition to the grids described above, two position sensitive grids
with an inner square opening of 10 cm × 10 cm were fabricated from G-10 plastic
circuit boards (Fig. 2.9c). A total of 32 gold-plated tungsten wires are soldered
to pick up pads, evenly spaced at 3 mm. Signals from each of the wires are read
out individually by a multichannel preamplifier. Two position-sensitive grids are
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installed at the second and third anodes positions in the IC at Argonne, and are
rotated about the beam axis by 90 degrees relative to each other in order to record
both the x and y positions of the incoming particles.
The detector is filled with gas (typically isobutane or CF4 ) and multiple flanges
with aperture sizes varying from 3.5 to 6.5 inches in diameter for the entrance
window were fabricated to accommodate reaction studies with a range of recoil ion
angles. Depending on the size of the entrance aperture, the gas pressure of the
ionization chamber, and the energy of the incoming particles, the Kapton material
used for the IC window had a range of thicknesses from 7.5 µg/cm2 - 25 µg/cm2 .
For example, some typical pressures are 50 Torr for 7.5-µg/cm2 Kapton when the
500 aperture is used and up to 600 Torr when a 25-µg/cm2 Kapton window is used
with the 3.500 aperture. However, high pressure will cause stretching of the Kapton
material, which may lead to additional dead space (of up to 5 cm) before the active
volume of the detector, and this distortion can be permanent. The distortion can
be alleviated by adding a support grid. Experimental tests have shown that a 1.5µg/cm2 thickness mylar window with a support grid can hold 20 Torr of gas pressure
for a ∼200 aperture.
As discussed above, the grids in the LSU IC are positioned normal to the beam
axis, unlike the electrodes in the original design by Kimura et al. One purpose of the
original titled electrode design [70] is that the electric field produced is not aligned
with beam direction and the field can pull away ion pairs from the beam trajectory,
which may result in less columnar re-combination [72]. Though the idea of reducing re-combination is straight forward, neither direct experimental comparisons nor
theoretical calculations were presented in [70, 71]. Given that the LSU ICs may also
be used in or near strong magnetic fields as in the case here, a simpler non-titled
design was adopted.
The magnetic field effect on electron trajectories can be briefly illustrated in a
toy model. In the model, 105 m/s drift speed is used for electrons drifting towards
electrodes, and all other parameters are chosen to be similar to the experimental
setups (30◦ titled grids, 225 V bias voltage, 2 cm separation between electrodes and
0.5 T magnetic field, which is the fringe field of HELIOS in IC region). Electron motion in electric and magnetic fields can be decomposed into two components: normal
~ × B)
~ and orbital motion. The orbiting component
drifting (in the direction of E
can be ignored as the electron orbiting radius is ∼10−8 m in a 0.5 T magnetic field
(i.e. the fringe field at the position of the IC). The normal drifting component is
perpendicular to both the magnetic field direction and electric field direction, and
the speed is ∼3000 m/s, roughly 3% of the combined drifting speed. Consequently,
normal drifting will result in a final radial electron position 2.4 mm away from beam
axis with 2 cm separation between each pair of grids, before the electrons are collected by the anodes. This result is not significant when compared to the 1 cm
drifting for electrons when the IC is operated in a non-magnetic environment. As
the toy model shows no obvious differences between the electron trajectories with
titled grids and nontitled grids in magnetic environments, it is expected that the
recombination issue is not significantly improved with tilted grids. However, direct
experimental comparisons of resolutions between the two designs under the same
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environmental conditions are currently not available.
Kimura et al.’s design also may have a negative geometric impact on measurements in lower energy nuclear physics. For our purposes of detecting heavy recoils
produced by reactions at low energies, the reaction products will be scattered away
from 0 degrees. With tilted grids, this results in slightly different path distances
of the ions in the gas for recoils at different φ angles and may cause poorer energy
resolution (Fig. 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: (a) The cross sectional diagram for a non-tilted grid IC. The IC used in
the simulation model discussed in the text consists of a 25-µm Kapton foil entrance
window, a deadspace layer, which is under vacuum, and three sections of CF4 gas.
(b) The diagram for the tilted grids IC used in the simulation, which consists of
the same layers as used in the non-tilted IC simulation. However, the downstream
surface of deadspace layer and both surfaces of all three CF4 sections are tilted by
30◦ .
A Geant4 simulation was performed, to study the impact from asymmetry in φ on
the energy resolution of the particle groups. The simulation is constructed to mimic
the HELIOS setup and geometry, where the target is placed ∼1 m away from the
IC entrance window and data is produced using 28 Si(12 C,12 C)28 Si elastic scattering
at 6 MeV/A. A uniform 2.85 T magnetic field is imposed on the entire simulation
space and recombination effects are not included in the simulation process. Similar
geometric designs are used for both ion chambers with tilted and non-tilted grids
as shown in Fig. 2.10. Comparisons are studied under both magnetic and nonmagnetic environments and the simulation results are presented in Fig. 2.11. In
both magnetic and non-magnetic environments, the tilted grids design is observably
worse in resolution and the difference is magnified in a magnetic environment, such as
the HELIOS beam line. However, without a detailed study including both geometric
effects and re-combination between ion pairs, it is not possible to reach a firm
conclusion as to which design is superior.

2.4.2 IC performance
The detectors’ performance was evaluated in a series of commissioning and science runs at ATLAS and FSU. The data described below were taken with the LSU36

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11: (a) Simulation results comparing data from the non-tilted grid IC (red)
with data from the tilted grid IC (black) in a non-magnetic environment. Data points
from the titled grid configuration are distributed over a larger area, which indicates
worse resolution. Magnetic effects are included in (b), where scattered particles from
steeper angles are forced back towards the beam axis by the magnetic field, and the
titled grid IC shows a much more disperse spectrum.
built fast ionization chambers in different configurations, which were chosen based
on the energy and particle type of the beam. Data presented from IC tests using
regular grids are from test experiments performed at the ATLAS HELIOS beam line
and data from the position sensitive grids are taken from experiments executed at
FSU. As mentioned previously, anodes can be grouped together in different combinations creating ∆E sections of different depths to best suit the experimental needs.
The first commissioning run of the IC built for the HELIOS beam line used a
28
Si beam at 6 MeV/A impinging upon a natural C target. Beam particles at 0◦
were blocked, and the most intense particle group was produced by scattered beam.
Figure 2.12 is a typical spectrum of the energy loss in the first IC section (∆E1) vs
the energy loss in the second section (∆E2) . On the left side of the scattered beam,
there are a series of groups with the same ∆E1 value. Those groups are formed when
incoming particles are stopped by the tungsten wires on one of the seven grids in
the ∆E2 section. Similarly, vertical islands at ∆E2 = 0 are observed when particles
stop within the ∆E1 section. The efficiency loss due to particles stopped by the
wires is approximately 1 % per grid, as expected.
As the 12 C(28 Si,12 C) experiment was performed at ANL with a pulsed beam,
particles detected in the IC can only be separated by multiples of the pulse period
(82 ns). Therefore, only certain amplitudes can be formed due to pileup and discrete
pileup islands are seen. Pileup is created by two particles detected very closely in
time (a few times 82 ns), where shaped signals (∼ 250 ns shaping time) will overlap,
resulting in a bigger signal (Fig. 2.13). In the case of a direct current beam, a
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Figure 2.12: A typical IC spectrum, with a counting rate around 8 kHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: An illustration shows the formation of pileup with two Gaussian peaks,
where two consecutive detections (red and green) combine into a single signal (blue).
In (a), the peak amplitude of final detection is equal to each of the original signals,
and (b) at a smaller separation the two signals merge into a signal peak with a larger
amplitude. Units are arbitrary.
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continuous pileup band would be observed. The counts in each pileup group can be
approximately calculated as
Npileup = Nscatt ∗

Rbeam
,
Fbeam

(2.2)

where Nscatt is the integral of the full histogram, Rbeam is beam rate inside the IC
and Fbeam = 1/82 Hz.
To illustrate the formation scheme of pileup, 12 C(86 Kr,12 C) scattering data is
also presented. Figure 2.14 shows that pileup formed by large time separations can
be eliminated by the pileup rejection function of the shaper module. Using the
pileup rejection mode will relocate some pileup islands, which are formed by two
signals separated by a relatively large time separation, to the position where the
scattered beam group is located (this pileup rejection function can detect pileup
from two particles with time separation ≥ 4×82 ns, according to Fig. 2.14). Yet,
this function can not distinguish pileup between two signals with a very short time
separation. Additionally, position sensitive data can be used to suppress pileup
events and this method is not restricted to the length of time separation. Details
of this technique (using position sensitive data to suppress pileup) will be discussed
later in this section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: The two IC spectra are obtained with an 860-MeV 86 Kr beam impinging
on a 357-µg/cm2 C target. In (a) both signals were collected with the pileup rejection
function off, while in (b) the pileup rejection function was on for both ∆E2 and ∆E3
signals.
The energy resolution dependence on high voltage and beam rate can be studied
with the 12 C(28 Si,12 C) data set. As mentioned previously, this experiment was performed at the ATLAS HELIOS beamline. As discussed in Section 2.2, HELIOS is
a large magnetic solenoid, which has a strong residual magnetic field in the region
of the IC that can potentially affect electron drift trajectories. Thus, the resolution
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profile was studied both with and without the magnetic field applied. Due to straggling in the target and the window of the IC, energy detection for the last section of
the IC typically has the worst resolution. For the purpose of measuring the intrinsic
resolution of the detector system, the gas pressure inside the IC was intentionally
lowered to enable detection in all three sections; however, only the signals from the
first two ∆E sections will be used for the comparisons discussed here.
It is observed that the centroid position of each particle group drifts as the
counting rate increases. Possible reasons include that higher signal rates increase
the baseline and hence decrease the relative amplitudes of the signals, or that higher
beam intensities increase the gas temperature resulting in a decrease in gas density.
Calibrations were needed for each run to account for this position shift. The calibration used the average of the energy loss in each section from LISE++ simulation
results with beam energies from 5.9 MeV/u to 6.3 MeV/u at 0.1-MeV intervals (Table 2.1). The purpose of calculating energy losses with a range of beam energies is
to mimic the uncertainties from deadspace, as opposed to uncertainties of the beam
energy itself. The energy range was chosen to minimize the residue of least squares
regression between the measured centroids of islands (those which are produced by
particles stopping at wires) and the calculated values. Only beam energies with a
coefficient of determination from linear regression above 0.95 are included.
Beam Energy (MeV/A) 5.9
∆E1(isobutane)
NA
∆E2(isobutane)
NA
∆E1(CF4 )
45.19
∆E2(CF4 )
57.71

6.0
NA
NA
44.46
56.71

6.1
41.65
53.67
43.75
55.42

6.2
40.95
52.13
43.08
54.11

6.3
40.27
50.71
NA
NA

Table 2.1: The first column shows the section label and the gas used. The other
columns list information of energy loss in MeV for each beam energy setting, which
is given in the top row in MeV/A.
After calibration, peaks in the 1D spectra for ∆E1 and ∆E2 were fit using a
skewed normal distribution and the full width half maximum was calculated from
the fit. The associated FWHM uncertainty (90% Confidence Interval) is obtained
using the Bootstrap method [73]. Figure 2.15 shows the resolutions for the ∆E1
and ∆E2 sections as a percentage with respect to the energy loss in each section.
The detector was filled with 65 Torr isobutane gas and was biased at +225 V. The
resolution deteriorates as counting rate increases. For counting rates above 150 kHz,
pileup effects become significant (≥12%) and start to severely distort the shape of
the particle group. While the pileup rejection function can eliminate this effect, not
enough data points were collected with the pileup rejection mode enabled.
It is worth noting that, though we use 1D spectrum fitting to present correlations
between resolution and other parameters, the spectra are highly skewed by elastic
scattering curves, particles stopping at wires and pileup effects. It is clear from the
experimental work presented here that the ion chamber’s ability to separate different
particle groups is better realized when data are presented as 2 dimensional plots,
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Figure 2.15: Resolution vs. counting rate, when the IC is biased with +225 V.

Figure 2.16: Particle ID spectrum for the 20 Ne(d,p) measurement. A beam blocker
is installed to block the direct beam and counting rates averaged around 200 kHz. A
rough timing cut between the IC and silicon array for protons is applied to enforce
coincidence.
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Figure 2.17: Data from Fig. 2.15 are taken as a reference for comparing IC settings
with different high voltage biases. Plots are for the (a) ∆E1 and (b) ∆E2 sections.
such as ∆E1 vs ∆E2. For example, the ion chamber was used for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)
and d(20 Ne,p) experiments presented below at counting rates around 400 kHz, and
the resolution was still good enough to separate the 20 Ne, 21 Ne and 23 Na particle
groups (see e.g. Fig. 2.16).
The operating voltage should scale roughly with gas pressure and the effect of
different biases with the IC filled with 65 Torr isobutane gas is shown in Fig. 2.17,
where data points taken with IC biases from +150 V to +500 V are plotted with
the detailed +225 V biased data in Fig. 2.15. Figure 2.17 shows that, with 65 Torr
of isobutane gas, lower bias is associated with worse resolution, especially at high
counting rates. For example, the resolution of data with a bias of +150 V is worse
than at +200 V. However, the differences are less significant at higher voltage.
A Geant4 simulation was performed with the same configuration as the experimental setup to study effects from the the magnetic field of HELIOS. Simulation
results are presented in Fig. 2.18. No differences in energy loss were observed with
and without the magnetic field applied. Thus, the same simulated energy losses are
adopted for calibration purposes for data sets with and without a magnetic field
applied. It is important to note that the simulation only includes yields of the 21 Ne
reaction products from the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction with an 88-MeV 20 Ne beam in a
2 T magnetic field. Extra factors like divergence of beam spot, scattering off target
frame, etc., are not included.
Figure 2.19 shows a detailed experimental study of magnetic field effects. The
study was conducted during the same set of measurements of 28 Si scattering by a
C target. During the study, the ion chamber was filled with 65 Torr of CF4 gas
and biased at +500 V. Measurements under a magnetic field of 2.85 T consistently
produced better resolution than those without any magnetic field. The difference
increases with higher counting rates. Possible reasons for this improved resolution
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Figure 2.18: A Geant4 simulation comparing reactions yields with and without a
magnetic field. An 88-MeV 20 Ne beam is used and only 21 Ne products from the
20
Ne(d,p) reaction are included in the simulation. In the simulation, a beam blocker
is positioned between the target and IC.
with the magnetic field applied include that the beam is more focused due to the
focusing effects of the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2.20, which results in less
scattering at large angles, and that the ionized electron-ion pairs are drifting in a
highly guided trajectory towards the electrodes.
Though no systematic Z resolution test was performed, the ability of IC detectors to separate particle groups of different atomic numbers is well known [71]. As
an example of particle identification, a spectrum from a 30 S beam production experiment is presented in Fig. 2.21. The IC was filled with 150 Torr of CF4 gas and
biased at +300 V. The 30 S beam was produced via the 28 Si(3 He,n)30 S reaction by
bombarding 3 He gas with a 325-MeV 28 Si beam. The spectrum shows that 30 S is
well separated from other components at a 4.5 kHz counting rate.

2.4.3 Position Sensitive Grids
One improvement in the LSU-built ionization chambers compared to previous
designs by Chae et al. [71] and Kimura et al. [70] is the addition of position-sensitive
grids, which have been used at the ANL, FSU and MSU accelerator facilities. The
data presented in this section are from experiments at FSU. The reaction data is
from the 1 H(25 Al,p)25 Al∗ scattering experiment, using a 2.05-mg/cm2 CH2 target.
The position sensitivity is tested using the φ angle coincidence between the light
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of resolutions of particle groups, with and without a 2.85
T magnetic field applied. The comparison includes peak fits from both ∆E1 and
∆E2 spectra.

Figure 2.20: Simulation of particle trajectories from 12 C(28 Si,12 C)28 Si reactions in a
magnetic field set at 2.85 T. Trajectories are focused back to beam axis to the magnetic field. The figure shows the view along the HELIOS axis from the downstream
side.
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Figure 2.21: Particle ID spectrum from the 30 S beam production experiment. The
30
S beam is produced through the 28 Si(3 He,n) reaction. Particle groups of 30 S, 29 P
and 28 Si are clearly separated and labeled.
and heavy ions as shown in Fig. 2.22.

Figure 2.22: Linear correlation between the φ angle interpolated from position sensitive grids and φ angle detected by an annular silicon detector. These data are
from the 25 Al(p,p)25 Al∗ scattering experiment at FSU. In the current algorithm, the
detection position is obtained using a weighted average of the valid wire positions,
which are adjacent and have output signals above threshold.
As mentioned previously, the position sensitive grids can also be used for suppressing pileup, which occurs when two events are detected very close in time. How45

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.23: Particle ID spectrum from the IC (a) without and (b) with cuts on
data from position sensitive grids applied. The data are from an experiment at FSU
measuring the 2 H(17 F,n)18 Ne reaction.
ever, if the two particles enter the chamber with a spatial separation larger than ∼6
mm in the XY plane, the position sensitive grids can be used to give information
on multiple particle hits. Figure 2.23 is from a measurement of the 2 H(17 F,n)18 Ne
reaction and shows that the cuts from the position sensitive grid data can effectively
eliminate pileup.
The current algorithm and experimental procedures are described here. First,
the calibration for each of the 64 channels comprising the X and Y position sensitive
grids is performed by enforcing the same peak height voltage of each output signal
with a pulser used for the input signal. When only one particle enters the chamber,
the ionization charge due to this particle can be imagined as a thin cylinder with
the axis lying along the particle’s trajectory. Due to the finite dimension of the
charge cylinder, it might cross multiple wires and, as a result, the charge is shared
by several adjacent channels. Based on this physical model, the current algorithm
looks for all signals above a certain threshold and sums up the adjacent signals.
For a single particle detection scenario, only one result will be obtained and the
summation should be proportional to the energy deposited by the particle. In the
case of a pileup event, multiple ionization tracks will occur and the sum of all the
charge collected will be approximately a multiple of the charge obtained for the one
particle scenario.
This technique is useful in suppressing pileup for experiments detecting products
from reactions in a non-magnetic environment, where recoils deviate from the beam
particle trajectories by a few degrees. However, a magnetic field may refocus the
recoil trajectories, which may cause poor spatial separation, and the technique may
fail in a magnetic environment. This technique will also not be applicable in beam
production tests and experiments detecting re-accelerated products, as all of the
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particles follow the same trajectory (i.e. they are not spatially separated in x and
y).

2.5

Electronics and Data Acquisition System (DAQ)

All energy signals pass through preamplifiers (shown as triangles in Fig. 2.24)
and are further amplified and shaped into approximately Gaussian peaks by amplifiers. Mesytec multichannel amplifiers and Tennelec Amplifiers were used for the
HELIOS Si detectors and the IC energy signals, respectively. Furthermore, the
timing output signals from the Mesytec amplifier for all Si channels are combined
into one Si timing through an “OR” module. The IC timing signal is produced by
passing the split preamplifier signal from section 1 through a fast amplifier (fast
amplifiers have a shorter response time) and a Constant Fractional Discriminator
(CFD), which transforms the Gaussian-shaped signal into a timing signal. The Si
timing and IC timing are further processed by a series of logic modules to produce
the TAC (time to amplitude converter) signals (amplitudes correspond to the time
difference between Si timing and IC timing), and triggers for the DAQ.
Signals collected by the data server include Xnear , Xfar and Eback from the silicon
detector array, the timing signal between silicon detector array and the RF timing,
the timing between silicon detector array and the first IC section, and all IC energy
signals (data from both regular grids and position sensitive grids when in use). All
analog signals are transformed into digital signals by Philips 7166H peak sensing
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) [61].
The DAQ (Fig. 2.24) is triggered by the OR of the timing signals from the silicon
detector array and the downscaled signal from the first IC section. The IC counting
rate is typically more than 100 kHz, which is orders of magnitude higher than the
rates from the silicon detector array and this rate will overwhelm the data server.
This prohibits triggering on the direct IC signal, but information about the beam
components is useful to obtain as a reference point for data analysis and is also a
good indicator of equipment performance. Thus, the downscaled timing signals of
the IC are also fed into the trigger.
One key point is that the data server usually can not handle a high rate (more
than a few kHz). When the data server is busy saving previous data, a veto signal is
produced and fed into the DAQ system to prevent additional events from being processed. This causes an additional loss of efficiency. To compensate for the efficiency
loss from this dead time, the raw trigger rate before the veto is recorded by a scaler.
The live trigger rate also recorded by the scaler, and the ratio between these two
rates is used to correct for this dead time in the calculation of the absolute reaction
cross section.
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Figure 2.24: The electronics schematic showing the processing of detector signals
between the detector outputs and the DAQ. See text for more details.
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2.6

Experiment Overview

The full experimental setup described above was used to directly measure the
He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction in inverse kinematics in order to better understand Type
Ia SNe nucleosynthesis. In Type Ia SNe with a typical white dwarf mass 1.2 M ,
the temperature range where (α,p) reactions are active is 2-5.5 GK [39]. Within
this temperature range, Gamow peak energies and the corresponding beam energies
needed in inverse-kinematics reaction experiments can be estimated using Eq.1.12.
The estimated results are plotted in Fig. 2.25.
4

Figure 2.25: Gamow peak energy and the corresponding beam energy of
inverse kinematics setup vs temperature.

20

Ne in

From the estimated results, 20 Ne beam energies at the reaction point of less
than 24 MeV are needed to produce measurements in the astrophysically relevant
energy regime. Unfortunately, reaction cross-sections at these low energies may
be extremely small as the reaction energy is below the Coulomb barrier, making
the measurement unfeasible due to the time needed to collect adequate statistics.
Though calculating the exact barrier height can be complicated, an upper limit can
be estimated by the following equation,
Z1 Z2
R0
1/3
1/3
R0 = 1.2 fm (A1 + A2 )

VCoulomb = k

(2.3)
(2.4)

where Z1 , Z2 (in C) and A1 , A2 (in a.m.u) are the charges and masses for each
reactant, respectively. As the strong force can actually extend beyond classical
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radii, this calculation overestimates the barrier height and the result (5.6 MeV Ecms
corresponding to a 33.6-MeV 20 Ne beam energy) can be used as an upper limit.
Considering this, we started with a high beam energy at 107 MeV (17.8 MeV
Ecms ), which is well above the upper limit of the Coulomb barrier calculated above,
and took multiple measurements lowering the beam energy as far as possible. The
measurements at high energy points also test the experimental setup with the Si
array at the upstream position, which will be used in future (α,p) measurements.
During the experiment, we successfully measured this reaction at 20 Ne beam energies
at the reaction point as low as 30 MeV. Measurements with lower beam energies
may be achieved, but were not attempted here due to the limited allocation of beam
time.
The experimental data consisted of measurement attempts at three beam energies 107 MeV, 88 MeV and 40 MeV. Calculating the beam energy of the reaction
point requires including the energy losses in the window foil of the target and gold
foil if used. The beam energies at the reaction point for 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na were 100.2
MeV, 80.2 and 30.8 MeV.
As discussed, the experimental setup for the first experimental run consisted of
the silicon detector array positioned upstream of the target position (Fig. 2.26a).
In this setup, protons emitted at backward angles will be intercepted by the silicon
detector array after one cyclotron orbit, and heavy recoils will be detected by the
IC positioned further downstream (the configuration of the IC used for the first
experimental run is shown in Fig. 2.27). The goal of this setup is to use coincidences
between protons and heavy recoils for background elimination.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.26: Schematics of the two experimental setups. In setup 1 (a), the silicon
detector array is placed at the upstream position relative to the gas target and
the ionization chamber is in use. Setup 2 (b) is used for measurements with beam
energies lower than 60 MeV at the reaction point, where the silicon detector array
is moved to the downstream position. A thin aluminum foil is used in (b) to stop
reaction products heavier than 4 He and the ionization chamber is removed.
However, as the beam energy decreases, the angles in the lab frame of the emitted
protons from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction will gradually shift from the backward
direction to the forward direction and the proton spectrum will move toward the
lower right side of Fig. 2.28. In order to achieve maximum coverage of protons, the
position of the silicon detector array needs to be changed as the beam energy at the
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Figure 2.27: Setup of the IC for the first experimental run of the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na
experiment.
reaction point becomes lower than 60 MeV. Therefore, for the second experimental
run, where E ≤ 60 MeV for 20 Ne, a different experimental setup was used where
the Si array was located downstream of the gas target (see Fig. 2.26b). For this
setting, the mount of the silicon detector array will block most heavy recoils and
therefore, the ionization chamber was not used. In order to eliminate background
despite the loss of the heavy recoil detector, a thin aluminum foil was added right
after gas target (Fig. 2.26b). The Al foil (2.7 mg/cm2 ) was chosen so that all heavy
recoils would be stopped, while light particles, including α particles and protons,
would pass through the foil without losing much kinetic energy. Additionally, a gold
foil and a LL1 Si detector were installed with setup 2 to monitor the Rutherford
scattering of the beam. However, due to complications from the magnetic field, this
information was not used during the data analysis.
During the experiment using setup 1, the near side of the silicon detector array
was 10 cm from the target frame, which was located at -10 cm with respect to the
origin set at the center of HELIOS. The separation between the target frame and
the near side of the silicon detector array was 25 cm during the experiment using
setup 2.
For normalization and calibration purposes, the d(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction,
4
He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne scattering and d(20 Ne,d)20 Ne scattering were also studied during
the experimental runs. The data acquired during these experimental runs and the
subsequent data analysis will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.28: Calculation of proton energy vs the position of the protons after one
complete cyclotron orbit for multiple beam energies from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reactions. Both the ground state (solid line) and the Ex=2.08-MeV excited state
(dashed line) spectrum lines are plotted. Lower beam energies will produce spectrum lines toward the lower right hand side of the figure. The target is placed at 0
cm. The segmented lines represent the positions of the Si array for both upstream
and downstream setups.
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Chapter 3
Data Analysis
3.1

Simulations

A large amount of effort was spent on accurate simulations of the experiment
for each experimental setup. The two most important types of simulations are
the light particle kinematics calculations and the Geant4 based [74] Monte Carlo
simulations (e.g. to determine angular coverage). The kinematic calculations do
not include any energy losses in the windows, gold foil or inside the targets, but
the simulation results are accurate enough for calibrations using solid target data
sets. Thus in Section 3.3, calibrated spectra are only compared with the kinematics
calculations. However, energy spectra obtained with the gas target, can not be
accurately reproduced with these kinematics calculations, as light particles lose a
significant amount of energy exiting the exit window foil. In this situation, Monte
Carlo simulations are used. Besides simulating energy losses in materials, the Monte
Carlo simulations can reproduce complicated geometric structures of the devices,
such as the HELIOS Si array, the gas target and the entrance of the IC. Those
geometric shapes have a significant impact on geometric efficiencies.

3.1.1 Kinematic Calculations
A new tool was developed to simulate light particle energies and positions detected in the Si array. The code used for the kinematic calculations is written in
Python and designed as a calculation website for HELIOS to obtain instant results.
The web site is built using the Django framework and a snap shot of the user interface is presented in Fig. 3.1. This program stores the standard atomic mass
compilation [75] in a SQLite database. The user end will automatically fetch new
atomic masses from the database, once an atomic number is input to the program.
A list of options can be entered, including the display energy range and the position
range. The graphic end displays data in interactive charts based on Highchart (a
javascript interactive chart), which also provides options for downloading the figures
in multiple formats.
The calculation part of the program consists of two major parts: the reaction
calculation and the trajectory calculation. The kinematic properties are calculated
using relativistic formulas, and a Q value input is not needed. Details of the calculation can be found in any elementary special relativity text book. Calculations are
performed for the reaction at one degree intervals in the CMS frame. The reaction
calculation results, including angles and kinetic energies for heavy recoils and light
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Figure 3.1:
User interface of the kinematic calculation web site
(http://tbjctest.appspot.com/HELIOS/).
In this specific calculation, proton
lines from 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reactions at two excitation energies (0.35 MeV in blue
and 1.73 MeV in black) are calculated using an 100-MeV 20 Ne beam energy.
products, are then imported into trajectory calculations, which will return proton
energies and positions in the HELIOS Si array.

3.1.2 Monte Carlo simulations
A more sophisticated Monte Carlo simulation was developed using the Geant4
toolkit for the needs of calculating geometric efficiencies and energy losses through
the target materials.
The basic steps of the program are described here. The program runs the reaction
process in a loop, which consists of three stages. In the first stage, a beam particle is
created. The beam particle enters the target region and randomly triggers a reaction.
The probability of triggering a reaction is uniformly distributed across the target
depth and is pre-set by the user. The CMS angles and the excitation energies of
the recoils are also randomly generated, according pre-defined distributions. In the
simulations presented in this thesis, each excited state is equally generated and an
isotropic CMS angular distribution is adopted. If a reaction is triggered, a reaction
flag will be set for the next stage. If the beam particle does not trigger a reaction it
continues through the target and either enters the IC or is stopped by the HELIOS
flange. The energy deposited in the IC by a beam particle is recorded as energy from
“scattered beam”. If the first stage finishes without a reaction flag being set, the
program will directly start another loop after the scattered beam particle is recorded
and repeat the same stage again.
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After finishing the first stage with a reaction flag set, the program will start
the following two stages sequentially by shooting reaction products from the position where the reaction flag was set. The kinematic properties of the two reaction
products are calculated through the same kinematic calculation method described
in Sec. 3.1.1. This kinematic calculation assumes a uniform angular distribution
in the CMS frame, and the statistics detected in each detector merely reflect the
geometrical efficiency instead of cross section information.
Geometric volumes in this simulation mimic the exact dimensions of the experimental devices, including the Si array, the IC and the gas target. An overview of the
layout of the devices used in the simulation is presented in Fig. 3.2a and a detailed
view of the gas target and the Si array is also shown (Fig. 3.2b). The dimensions
of the array are taken from J. C. Lighthall’s thesis [76]. The complicated shape
of the front flange of the IC, which is important in determining the acceptance of
heavy recoils, is reproduced by importing the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) file
using CADMesh. The shape of the gas target is carefully designed to reproduce
the geometry of the real gas target as closely as possible. A schematic of the gas
target model is shown in Fig. 3.3. The simulated gas target consists of two circular
titanium metal flanges separated by a gap with a depth that is preset by the user (a
1-mm gap is used for this experiment). Between the two titanium pieces is a layer
of target gas, sandwiched by two hemispheres of gas to mimic the bowing out of the
gas cell windows. The curved surfaces of the hemispheres are covered with a thin
window foil. The size of the sphere is determined by a preset user input “fbowing out ”
factor (larger fbowing out means more “bowing out”). This factor is illustrated in Fig.
3.3 and is used to calculated the extruding length t:
r
D
t = r − r2 + ( )2 ,
(3.1)
2
where r = fbowing out D2 and D is the diameter of the aperture. Fig. 3.3b is a snapshot
of the gas target with fbowing out = 0.9 (for illustration purpose). The fbowing out factor
will affect the target thickness, and measurements show that the bowing out adds
an additional ∼1 mm to the target thickness when a Kapton foil (7 µm) and 500
Torr gas is used. This effect will be cancelled out in the normalization method used
in Sec. 3.4.1, as the extra thickness exists for both the (α,p) and the calibration
reaction. The simulation parameters for the gas target include gas pressure, gas
species, window foil material, window thickness and the sphere bow out factor, and
can be preset through the user input file, which is written in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) format.
This Geant4 simulation can reproduce the proton spectrum measured in the Si
array using the modeled gas target with good accuracy, and it also serves as a guide
to the first preliminary particle ID cuts by predicting the energy losses of the heavy
recoils relative to the scattered beam (Fig. 3.4).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) An overview of the Monte Carlo simulation program. The bright
yellow lines are the trajectories of 20 Ne particles. (b) A close-up view of the gas
target and Si array.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of the gas target model used in the Monte Carlo simulations and (b) a snapshot of the gas target model with fbowing out = 0.9. In the plot,
G is the gap width and is not used for cross section calculations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Simulation results of energy deposited in section 2 vs 3 of the IC
for 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne using a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam and a 131-µg/cm2 solid target. (b)
Spectrum of section 2 vs. 3 of the IC for experimental data from the same reaction
and settings.
3.2

DWBA calculations

In this experiment, the statistics obtained from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurement using the first experimental setup are normalized to the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction (normalization method will be described in Sec. 3.4.1), in order to calculate
cross sections. However, no published (d,p) reaction cross sections are available at
the energies measured during this experiment. Thus cross sections are obtained from
DWBA (Distorted Born Wave Approximation) calculations using Ptolemy [77].
In the DWBA calculation, the optical model parameters of the 20 Ne-d interaction
are obtained from a published global potential set by An et al. [78], and the p-21 Ne
potential parameters are taken from Koning et al. [79]. After the calculation,
spectroscopic factors taken from National Nulcear Data Center (NNDC) [80] are
applied to all cross section data (Table 3.1).
The DWBA calculation is validated using previously published results at other
energies. Currently, two publications [81, 82] are available, which measured the
20
Ne(d,p) reaction at energies close to those used during our measurements. Heikkinen et al. performed these measurement with 8, 12 and 14 MeV deuteron beams,
but only 12 MeV data with two excited states of 21 Ne (0.35 and 2.8 MeV) were
presented in the paper. In another publication by Datta et al., this reaction was
measured with an 11-MeV deuteron beam and the first three excited states were
populated. As no quantitative results are provided in either of the two publications,
the cross sections are extracted using the graphic tool “WebPlotDigitizer” [83].
The extracted values are then compared to the DWBA calculations using Ptolemy
(Fig. 3.5). Figure 3.5 shows that the DWBA calculations can reproduce experimental measurements at low CMS angles with good agreement, but the deviation
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Reaction

2

H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne

Ex (MeV)

spin

Spectroscopic Factor [80]

0

1d 32 +

0.03

0.35

1d 52 +

0.62

1.73

2s 12 +

0.11

2.80

2s 12 +

0.8

3.73

1d 52 +

0.03

Table 3.1: A summary of the parameters of the

21

Ne states used for normalization.

becomes large at angles of θcm >60◦ . As our experiment measures the (d,p) reaction
at low CMS angles (up to 43◦ for the first experimental setup), DWBA calculations
can be used reliably for the cross section normalization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: A reproduction of the published data and our DWBA calculations for
the (a) 0.35-MeV and (c) 2.80-MeV states in 21 Ne measured by Heikkinen et al.
using a 12-MeV deuteron beam and the (b) ground state and (d) 0.35-MeV state in
21
Ne measured by Datta et al. using an 11-MeV deuteron beam.
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3.3

Calibration

The calibration procedure consists of several major stages: the preliminary calibration of the energy and position spectrum for the Si detector array using a mixed
148
Gd and 244 Cm α-source; a fine-tuned energy calibration using (d,p) and (d,d)
measurements; TAC timing (between Si detector array and IC detector) alignment;
and RF vs. x curvature correction and RF timing calibration.

3.3.1 Si Detector Array α Calibration
The Si detector array in HELIOS is primarily used for detecting light particles,
including 2 H, 1 H, 3 He and 4 He. Each of the 4×6 detectors produces three signals:
near (Enear ), far (Efar ) and back (Eback ) signals. Ideally the charge collected from
the back side should be equal to the sum of the near and far signals, which are
collected from the front side. However, signal amplitudes can be shifted relative to
one another due to different settings in the electronics or different sensitivities of
the detectors. Raw spectra of the four sides of the Si array before calibration are
presented in Fig. 3.6, where the two energy peaks (5.80 MeV and 3.18 MeV) from
the alpha source are misaligned and the positions of the six detectors on each side
of the array overlap at some points.
Software was developed to perform the calibration using alpha source data (Fig.
3.7). This software handles both position and energy calibrations. For the position
calibration, a linear regression is performed using Eq. 3.2, and a set of parameters
of Anear , Afar and b are returned for each detector segment.
Eback = Anear Enear + Afar Efar + b.

(3.2)

With the parameters from the regression, calibrated near and far signals can be
obtained,
b
)
Anear + Afar
b
= Anear (Enear +
),
Anear + Afar

Efar cal = Afar (Efar +
Enear cal

(3.3)
(3.4)

and the local position can be calculated using the following equation,
X=

L
Efar cal − Enear cal
[1 +
],
2
Eback

(3.5)

where L is the length of the detector.
After the position calibration, back signals for each detector segment are fed into
a one-dimensional histogram, and the histogram is fitted with a double exponentially
modified Gaussian distribution function. The equation for a single exponentially
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: Uncalibrated data from the α-source for each side of the Si array.

Figure 3.7: User Interface for α calibration software.
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modified Gaussian distribution is given below,
f (x; A, xc , w, τ ) = A

1 1 ( w )2 + x−xc
x − xc w
1
τ
e2 τ
− )))),
(1 + erf( √ (−
2τ
w
τ
2

(3.6)

where most parameters do not have a obvious meaning, but xc from the fitting is
used as the peak position. Once the peak positions are obtained for both peaks
(xc for each peak are labeled as xc1 and xc2 ), xc1 and xc2 are scaled to match the
α-particle energies from decays of 148 Gd and 244 Cm using a linear fit, which yield
another set of fitting parameters: the slope k and residue b. Finally, the slope k
and residue b are applied back to the data and the α source calibration is complete.
After this first stage of calibration, the α spectra show good alignment to the known
α decay energies (Fig. 3.8).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8: Alpha spectra of the four sides of the Si array after the first stage
of calibration. The bin content in (a) and (c) was set to be on a log scale for
visualization.
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3.3.2 TAC alignment using the

20

Ne(d,p)21 Ne spectrum

The TAC signal is proportional to the time difference between particle detections in the Si detector array and the IC. Gating on this spectrum is important
for suppressing background. However, the raw TAC spectrum shows an unexpected
double-peaked structure when a single coincidence peak is expected (Fig. 3.9a).
This feature is caused by misaligned timing signals from each Si detector segment
and can be clearly seen in the 2D TAC spectrum (Fig. 3.9b), where the y axis is the
segment number of the Si detector. This misalignment can be corrected by adding
a shift factor to the TAC signal for each detector segment, which is obtained by
fitting the TAC peak with a Gaussian function for each Si detector.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: 1D and 2D spectra of raw TAC signals.
After applying the shift factors, the timing of each Si detector relative to the
IC (i.e. the TAC signals) are well aligned (Fig. 3.11a) and the background in the
proton energy vs. position spectrum is significantly suppressed with a (TAC) timing
gate from channels 1700 to 2100 in the corrected TAC spectrum (Fig. 3.11b).

3.3.3 Calibration of the x vs RF Spectrum
The TAC timing cut alone is not enough to sufficiently clean up the background
in some cases, especially in the second experimental setup used for the lowest energy
data, where the IC was not installed and the TAC signals were not available. The RF
timing spectrum is another important tool to reduce background, and this spectrum
can also be used to distinguish protons from deuterons/alphas. This allows protons
and alpha particles from the (α,p) reaction and (α,α) scattering, respectively, to be
distinguished from one another and is important for the cross section normalization
of the lowest energy data point.
The RF timing is the time difference between particle detections in the Si array
and the accelerator RF timing signal. As the accelerator RF signal is a constant
periodic signal with an 82-ns period, the RF timing essentially measures the travel
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Aligned 2D TAC spectrum and (b) proton energy vs. position for
states in 21 Ne populated via 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne after gating on the TAC peak.
time of the light particle from the target to the detector, which can be calculated
by the cyclotron period equation,
T =

2πm
qB

(3.7)

(q and m are the charge and mass of the particle, respectively, and B is the magnetic
field), which is a constant for particle species with a specific m/q. However, when
the Si array detects a particle, the time needed to collect all the charge ionized by
the particle can be different depending on the particle’s position in the detector.
This position dependence produces a curved shape for the RF timing as a function
of position in the detector, x, for a specific particle species (Fig. 3.11) and different
curves are produced for different particle species. As mentioned, the RF timing is
a periodic pulse for each ∼82 ns, thus the RF timing can loop around in the time
interval range plotted in an RF spectrum. Thus, some curves can be split into two
halves at the edges of the RF spectrum range, which makes the calibration more
difficult. To solve this difficulty, each RF timing signal is cloned and the clone is
shifted by 82 ns so that a complete curve can be observed for all species (Fig. 3.11).
An example of the RF timing calibration is illustrated using data from measurements using the 2nd experimental setup and a 40-MeV 20 Ne beam. The main
reactions measured during this experiment include 20 Ne(d,p)21 Ne, 20 Ne(d,α)18 F and
20
Ne(d,d)20 Ne, using a solid CD2 target. By gating on different curves and comparing the resulting Si energy vs. position spectra with simulations, proton and
deuteron/4 He RF timing (RF timings for deuteron and 4 He are the same) lines can
be identified. Once identified, the proton curve in the x vs. RF spectrum is fitted
with a 4th order polynomial series and the coefficients are used to correct the curves
into straight lines. After the curvature correction, the RF timing lines in different
Si detector segments are aligned using the method described in Sec. 3.3.2.
The majority of the background can be eliminated using both RF timing and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Uncalibrated x vs. RF spectra (a) before and (b) after duplication.
Proton and deuteron/helium RF timing curves have been identified and marked in
the spectra.
TAC timing cuts, and then a more detailed calibration of the Si energy vs. position
spectrum was performed using the (d,p) reaction data, as the proton lines in the
(d,p) reaction typically have better energy resolution. However, the same method
utilized for the alpha calibration discussed above was used for this (d,p) calibration,
thus the details are not discussed here. The quality of the RF timing calibration
and the (d,p) calibration is illustrated in the comparison between the experimental
and simulated spectra with both (d,d) scattering and the (d,α) reaction data (Fig.
3.12).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Spectra of (a) (d,d) scattering and (b) the (d,α) reaction after gating
on the deuteron/alphas RF timing. The experimental spectra are compared to
simulation results, which are shown by red dashed lines. These experimental data
are from the second experimental setup with an 88-µg/cm2 solid CD2 target and a
40-MeV 20 Ne beam.
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3.4

Data Processing and Cross Section Calculation

3.4.1 Overview
Spectra and Cuts
The types of cuts used to analyze the three types of data-sets (data from measured 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne with both gaseous and solid targets, and 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na with
the gas target) using experimental setup 1 are the same. There are two basic types
of cuts: 1. cuts on the RF vs TAC spectrum; 2. cuts on the particle ID spectra,
namely cuts on energy losses in ionization chamber. For experimental data obtained
using setup 2, only the RF timing spectrum will be used to clean up the data.
The RF timing signals in HELIOS have very good resolution (7.3 ns FWHM
and 2.6% of the spectrum range in Fig. 3.13), and this timing is directly related
to proton cyclotron period, which does not depend upon the energy of the particles. As mentioned previously in Sec. 3.3.3, by gating on RF timing, protons and
deuterons/alphas can be selected. Furthermore, this cut can significantly remove
background.
The TAC spectrum records the timing difference between particle detections
in the HELIOS Si detectors and in the IC. For data-sets with solid targets, most
background is removed by gating on the TAC peak. However, the TAC spectra
are usually heavily contaminated by scattered beam and byproducts from fusion
evaporation reactions and the coincidence peaks may be overwhelmed by heavy
background when the gas target is used. A preliminary gate on the proton RF
timing can help resolve the TAC peak of interest. The peak resolution in the TAC
spectrum is 72.2 ns and 3.0% of the full TAC range (Fig. 3.14). As the timing
resolutions are good in both the RF and TAC spectra, it is preferable to apply
stringent cuts on the RF vs. TAC spectra.
By contrast, the energy loss spectra from the IC have relatively poor resolution
and the shapes of the particle groups can be hard to predict. Thus, the cuts on the
particle ID spectra need extra attention and should always be applied after all the
other cuts have been implemented. The Monte Carlo simulations can be used to
roughly estimate the relative position between scattered beam and recoils, and to
predict the shapes of the particle groups. The simulations can also be used to guide
the first preliminary cuts on the particle ID spectra. As an example, the particle ID
spectrum for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na data set is presented, where the 20 Ne is already
identified and marked with a blue polygon in the spectrum, along with the Monte
Carlo simulations (Fig. 3.15). The simulations show that 23 Na particles deposit
more energy in IC sections 1 and 2 than the 20 Ne particles do, which matches the
experimental data.
Efficiency Corrections
Because of the finite processing time of the DAQ and limited geometric coverage
of the detectors, statistics collected from these experiments need to be corrected for
a variety of efficiencies. The efficiency corrections in this experiment come from four
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Figure 3.13: Spectrum of the timing between the RF of ATLAS and particle detections in the HELIOS Si array.
categories: dead time correction, ADC pileup correction, wire interception correction
and solid angle coverage correction.
In the data collection stage, an event where more than one signal is collected
within one gate of the ADC is referred to as “ADC pileup”. The ADCs were set
to peak sensing mode, where the ADC will scan for the highest voltage over a
specified range in time (∼2 µs). In the case of multiple signals within one gate, if
the amplitudes of the recoil signals are smaller than those produced by background,
such as the scattered beam, the recoil signals will be disregarded and this will result
in only the events with larger signal amplitudes being recorded in the particle ID
spectra. Thus, if events in the recoil particle group of interest have smaller signals
than those in a more intense particle group, one particle ID spectrum cut may not
include all of the recoil particles of interest and this “ADC pileup” efficiency loss
needs to be corrected. The efficiency can be calculated using the following formula,
εNotPileup = (1 − pscatter )N

(3.8)
N

= (1 − IIC ∗ 82ns) ,

(3.9)

where pscatter is the probability that the IC will detect an event for each beam pulse,
IIC is the IC counting rate, which is recorded in the scaler, and N (12 in this
experiment) is the number of beam pulses within the ADC gate.
After the ADCs covert pulses into a digital format, the information is transferred
to the computer, which will format the information and save it on a hard disk. The
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Figure 3.14: Spectrum produced from the time to amplitude convector (TAC), which
measures the timing between events in the Si array and the IC. Small peaks are
uncoincident detections and the large peak at Channel ∼1750 is the coincidence
between detections in the Si array and IC. This spectrum is produced from the
2
H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne data set with the gas target using a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam and only
a preliminary proton RF timing cut is enforced to help resolve the TAC spectrum.
The mean IC counting rate is ∼600 kHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: (a) A spectrum of the energy loss in the first section of the IC (Sec 1) as a
function of the energy loss in the second IC section (Sec 2) from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na
data set with a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam, vs. (b) the simulation results. The data set
is gated on the RF vs TAC spectrum and ∆E3 <300. The 20 Ne and 23 Na particle
groups are marked.
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time for this processing is ∼1 ms and during this time, the system will send a “veto”
signal to block incoming events and any detections during this time will be lost. This
time duration is called “Dead Time”. To compensate for this loss of data, a scaler
was used to record both the number of events detected and the number of events
actually collected by the DAQ. The ratio between the two numbers is used to correct
for this efficiency loss.
The wire interception efficiency loss occurs when a particle is intercepted by one
of the wires of the IC before it is completely stopped by the gas. This phenomenon
causes two subtypes of efficiency loss depending on the specific analysis method.
If the particle is intercepted by the wires before the triggering section of the IC,
a TAC signal from this event will not be produced and thus this event will not
be included in the TAC cut. If the particle is intercepted by the wires after the
triggering section, this event will have a correct TAC signal, but its position in the
particle ID spectrum will be in one of the ”interception” groups at lower channels,
not in the main particle group (described in Sec. 2.4). This will result in the events
not being included in the particle ID cut and will cause a loss of efficiency. The
efficiency loss can be calculated using the number of grids in each section used in
the IC. In the first scenario, the number of grids in front of the triggering section
is recorded for efficiency loss, otherwise the number of grids before the stopping
position of the particle group is recorded. After obtaining this number, given by N,
the efficiency can be calculated by the following formula,
εNotStopped = (1 − pstop )N ,

(3.10)

where pstop is the probability of particles stopping on one grid wire, which can be
calculated from the experimental data by “Interception Island Counts”/total number
of entries. In this experiment, pstop =0.6%.
The angular coverage comes from two aspects, the first of which is the angular coverage of the HELIOS Si array with a solid target. This coverage can be
directly calculated through two body kinematics calculations or simulated through
the Geant4 simulation. The Geant4 simulation studied the effects due to a misalignment between the Si array and the solid target, by moving the reaction point away
from the center in 1 mm steps up to 3 mm in each direction. The statistics for each
detector segment can vary up to 40%, but the sum of the four sides is constrained
within a 5% uncertainty. Thus, in the following analysis, it is always assumed that
good alignment exists between the array and the target. The second component
of the angular coverage is from the emmitance of the gas target. As mentioned
previously, the emmittance of the gas target is different depending on the emitting
angles and the reaction positions. The overall efficiency is also studied through the
Geant4 simulations discussed above. In this simulation the beam location is moved
in 1 mm steps up to 2 mm from the target’s center and the geometrical efficiency
for each state and detector segment is recorded (see below for results).
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(α,p) Reaction Normalization
The general relation between the cross section and the detector counts, ∆N , is
given by,
dσ
Ibeam ∆tnl
dΩ
dσ mρl
= ε∆ΩIbeam ∆t
NA ,
dΩ
M

∆N = ε∆Ω

(3.11)
(3.12)

where ε is the overall efficiency, ∆t is the time of the run, Ibeam is the beam rate, n
the target particle density, l is the target thickness, NA is Avogadro’s constant, M
is the molar mass of helium gas and m the number of target atoms in a molecule
(helium gas is monatomic gas and m = 1). Typically, the beam rate on the target is
measured directly through a Faraday cup or indirectly using Rutherford scattering
off a gold foil. However, these methods are not applicable when using the gas target
in HELIOS.
As the window thickness on each side of the gas target is ∼1 mg/cm2 , approximately an order of magnitude thicker than a typical solid target (∼100 µg/cm2 ),
the windows result in a large amount of contamination from scattering and fusion
reactions, and much of this heavy ion (beam) scattering contamination will enter
the IC. As the IC can not handle counting-rates of more than ∼800 kHz, the IC rate
tolerance limits the intensity of the beam current we can apply on the gas target.
This limit is well below the amount of current that a Faraday cup can detect. Thus
a direct beam current measurement was not possible.
An indirect Rutherford scattering measurement using gold foil is also not feasible
as the strong magnetic field of HELIOS will distort the trajectories of the scattered
beam. Depending on the charge states populated in the scattered beam, the distortion of the trajectories will differ and, as a result, the position distribution of the
scattered beam can not be calculated using the Rutherford scattering function.
Thus, an alternative normalization method is adopted. The method starts with
transforming Eq. 3.11 using the ideal gas law formula P V = N RT ,
dσ mρl
∆t
NA
dΩ
M
dσ mP
= ∆ΩIbeam ∆t
lNA .
dΩ RT

∆N = ∆ΩIbeam

(3.13)
(3.14)

A similar equation can be obtained for (d,p) reactions with the gas target.
As the pressure and temperature were set the same for both (α,p) and (d,p)
reactions, by dividing Eq. 3.14 for (d,p) and (α,p) reactions, temperature, pressure,
target thickness and all constants cancel out,
∆N(α,p)
I(α,p) ∆t(α,p) m(α,p)
=
∆N(d,p)
I(d,p) ∆t(d,p) m(d,p)

dσ(α,p)
(θ1 )∆Ω(α,p)
dΩ
.
dσ(d,p)
(θ
)∆Ω
2
(d,p)
dΩ

(3.15)

The ratio between the integrated beam on target for each gas used is proportional
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to the ratio of protons detected from fusion evaporation reactions between the beam
Fusion
I(α,p) ∆t(α,p)
and the gas target windows in each case ( Fusion(α,p)
=
, where Fusionx is
I(d,p) ∆t(d,p)
(d,p)
the number of protons detected from fusion evaporation), which can be selected by
gating on proton RF timing. Thus, the equation is further simplified to,
∆N(α,p)
1 Fusion(α,p)
=
∆N(d,p)
2 Fusion(d,p)

dσ(α,p)
(θ(α,p) )∆Ω(α,p)
dΩ
.
dσ(d,p)
(θ
)∆Ω
(d,p)
(d,p)
dΩ

(3.16)

Then the (α,p) reaction cross section can be calculated as,
dσ(α,p)
Fusion(d,p)
∆N(α,p)
∆N(d,p)
dσ(d,p)
(θ(α,p) ) = 2
[
/
]
(θ(d,p) )
dΩ
Fusion(α,p) ∆Ω(α,p) /(4π) ∆Ω(d,p) /(4π) dΩ
Fusion(d,p) ∆N(α,p) /η(α,p) dσ(d,p)
=2
(θ(d,p) )
Fusion(α,p) ∆N(d,p) /η(d,p) dΩ
Fusion(d,p)
=2
Fusion(α,p)

∆N(α,p)
η(α,p)
∆N(d,p) dσ(d,p)
/ dΩ (θ(d,p) )
η(d,p)

,

(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)

where η is the solid angle coverage efficiency and it is equal to ∆Ω/(4π).
According to the above equation, by performing the measurements for both
the (d,p) and (α,p) reactions using the gas target, the differential cross section
for 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na can be normalized to the (d,p) reaction cross section. As the
2
H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction has been measured previously and the cross section can be
obtained through a DWBA calculation, our measurements of the (α,p) reaction can
be well constrained.
For the second experimental setup, the gas target uses Ti foils for the windows
and this forbids the use of deuterium gas (discussed in Sec. 2.3). Therefore the
normalization reaction [2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne] used in first experimental setup can not be
used here. As the Si array is now placed in the downstream position, the detection
of α scattering and negative Q-value reactions is possible for this geometry. The
4
He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne reaction is the perfect reaction for normalization, and this reaction happens concurrently with (α,p). As a result, the ratio of integrated beam on
target will be 1 and Eq. 3.15 becomes
∆N(α,p) /η(α,p) dσ(α,α)
dσ(α,p)
(θ(α,p) ) =
(θ(α,α) ).
dΩ
∆N(α,α) /η(α,α) dΩ

(3.20)

In summary, when the first experimental setup is used, separate measurements
with 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne gas target are needed for normalizing the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction cross sections. While for the second setup, the measurements will be normalized
to 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne scattering, which happens at the same time as the (α,p) reactions. Below, the details of the experimental data and the analysis at each beam
energy will be discussed in depth.
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3.4.2 The 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction with solid targets with 107-MeV

20

Ne

The 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne measurements were taken with a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam energy and a 131-µg/cm2 solid CD2 target. The results are used to examine the
experimental setup and to validate our DWBA calculation, thus only the two most
populated states are evaluated (the 0.35 MeV and 2.80 MeV states). Cross sections
for the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction are large (∼10 mb) compared to (α,p) reactions and,
unlike gas target measurements that are heavily contaminated by scattering and fusion reactions, this setup allows for higher incident beam current (600 epA in this
measurement). Proton lines are visible only after a rough timing cut of TAC>100
(Fig. 3.16). Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the “knees” of the proton
lines, which are located to the bottom left of Fig. 3.16, are cut off when using this
TAC gate. These protons coincide with the 21 Ne recoils with small opening angles,
which are blocked from entering the IC and thus do not produce a TAC signal, while
protons are still detected in the HELIOS Si array.
To analyze this data set, a narrow TAC gate alone is enough to eliminate most
contamination (Fig. 3.17). To evaluate the statistics, it is necessary to align the
proton lines along the energy axis. The energy vs. position spectrum can be aligned
according to the fitting of any of the proton lines and the statistics can be obtained
by projecting the aligned spectrum to the Y axis. The resulting histogram is divided
into reaction and background zones, where a background subtraction is performed
(Fig. 3.18) and the data are presented in Table 3.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16: Spectrum of proton energy as a function of axial distance from the
center of HELIOS as detected in the HELIOS Si array with (a) TAC>100 and (b)
TAC<100. Dashed red lines are simulated proton lines from excited states of 21 Na
at 0.35, 2.796 and 4.728 MeV.
As only one TAC cut is applied in this data-set, two efficiency corrections need
to be applied to calculate the cross sections: the dead time correction, which can
be calculated by “Live Triggers”/“All Triggers”≈0.82%, and the wire interception
efficiency factor (as no PID spectrum cut is used, only the 12 grids before the
triggering IC section are needed for this calculation) is calculated to be 93%.
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Figure 3.17: (a) TAC spectrum and (b) energy vs. position spectrum after the TAC
cut, which is shown in pink in (a) for the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction at 107 MeV with
a solid CD2 target.
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Figure 3.18: Excitation energy spectrum from the 2 He(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction taken
with a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam and a solid CD2 target. Statistics in highlighted regions
are used for the cross section calculations (red) and background subtractions (grey).
Only cross sections for 0.35 and 2.80 MeV states are calculated.
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Region (cm)
[-54.5, -50.0]
[-48.7, -44.1]
[-42.7, -38.2]
[-36.8, -32.3]
[-30.9, -26.4]
[-25.0, -20.5]

0.35 MeV
CMS Angle Final Counts
33.1◦
188±14
36.6◦
152±13
◦
40.0
126±13
43.0◦
90±12
◦
45.9
51±10
◦
48.8
23±9

2.80 MeV
CMS Angle Final Counts
22.5◦
172±14
27.9◦
175±14
◦
32.6
193±15
36.4◦
181±15
◦
40.1
132±14
◦
43.7
134±14

Table 3.2: A summary of counts for the 2 He(20 Ne,p)21 Ne measurements with 107
MeV beam energy and solid CD2 target. Regions shown are the position coverage
in cm of each detector segment. Only statistical uncertainties are given
Geometric efficiencies for each segment of the Si array are obtained using Geant4
simulations and the results are listed in Table 3.3.
State
1 (%)
0.35 MeV 0.83
2.80 MeV 0.88

2 (%)
0.80
0.89

3 (%)
0.80
0.92

4 (%)
0.72
0.83

5 (%)
0.80
0.81

6 (%)
0.87
0.98

Table 3.3: Simulated solid angular coverage (in percentage of 4π) for each segment
(summed for all 4 sides) of the HELIOS Si array for 2 He(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reactions with
a solid target and 107-MeV beam energy. The numbers in the first row are the
segment number, counting from the upstream position.
With all efficiency corrections applied, the cross sections can be calculated through
the general cross section formula (Eq. 3.11), where the beam current was read out
using a Faraday cup and is ∼600 epA. The calculated cross sections are compared
to DWBA calculations and previously published results for both the 0.35-MeV and
2.8-MeV excited states of 21 Ne (Fig. 3.19). In this measurement, the equivalent
deuteron beam energy is 10.8 MeV, which is close to the 11-MeV data presented in
Datta et al. [84], but the measurements at 2.8-MeV excitation energy are not available in the paper. Thus, data from Heikkinen et al. [81] with a 12-MeV deuteron
beam energy are used. Though the currently adopted value for the spectroscopic
factor for the 0.35-MeV state is 0.62, our measured absolute cross sections better
agree with the DWBA calculation with a spectroscopic factor of 1. This deviation
could be due to uncertainties, including inaccurate target thickness.

3.4.3 107 MeV 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne with the gas target
The same reaction is measured again using gas target filled with 500 Torr D2 gas
at room temperature. The energy vs. position spectrum before any data analysis
is dominated by background, and the three strongest proton lines (0.35, 2.80 and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: Measured cross sections of 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne with solid targets using a
107-MeV 20 Ne beam. The measurements are compared to other published results
and DWBA calculations with spectroscopic factors of (a) 0.62 and 1 for the 0.35MeV state and of (b) 0.8 and 1 for the 2.8-MeV state. The data published by Datta
et al. was with an 11-MeV deuteron beam and the publications by Heikkinen used
a 12-MeV deuteron beam.
4.73 MeV) are barely visible (Fig. 3.20). This spectrum can be effectively cleaned
by gating on the most intensive group in the the timing spectrum (Fig. 3.21). The
effectiveness of this cut is further confirmed by comparing the energy vs. position
spectra after this cut and the anti-cut (with TAC>100) in Fig. 3.22.

Figure 3.20: Energy vs. position spectrum before any cuts. Red markers are from
simulations with 21 Ne in three excited states (0.35, 2.80 and 4.73 MeV).
After the timing cut, the structures in the spectrum of the energy losses of
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Figure 3.21: TAC vs. RF spectrum without any cuts. The red polygon shows the
cut we applied to select the most intense group in this spectrum, which is associated
with the 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction. The repeated pattern between the upper and
lower half of the histogram is artificial (described in Sec. 3.3.3) and it is preferable
to gate on the group close to the center of the histogram.
particles in Section 2 vs. Section 3 of the IC spectrum become much more clear.
The 21 Ne particle group, which is marked with a red polygon in Fig. 3.23, can
be identified by selecting intense proton lines in the energy vs. position spectrum
(Fig. 3.22). By selecting this particle group, the energy vs. position spectrum is
cleaned up and the proton lines perfectly match Geant4 simulations (Fig. 3.24).
The statistics are summarized in Table 3.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: (a) Energy vs. position spectrum after applying the cut in Fig. 3.21
and (b) energy vs. position spectrum with the anti-cut (i.e. everything outside the
polygon shown in Fig. 3.21) and TAC>100. Red gates in (a) are applied in the next
step to study the features of the IC spectrum.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23: (a) The spectrum of the energy losses of particles in Section 2 vs.
Section 3 of the IC after the red cut on the TAC vs. RF spectrum (Fig. 3.21)
and cuts on the energy vs. position spectrum (Fig. 3.22a); (b) the spectrum of the
energy losses of particles in Section 2 vs. Section 3 after the red cut on TAC vs.
RF spectrum and anti-cuts on energy vs. position spectrum. In (a), the position of
21
Ne particle group is marked in red.

Figure 3.24: Energy vs. position spectrum after the TAC vs. RF spectrum cut
(shown in Fig. 3.21) and the particle ID cut (shown in Fig. 3.23). Red markers are
from simulations with 21 Ne in three excited states (0.35, 2.80 and 4.73 MeV).
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Region (cm)
[-54.5, -50.0]
[-48.7, -44.1]
[-42.7, -38.2]
[-36.8, -32.3]
[-30.9, -26.4]
[-25.0, -20.5]

0.35 MeV
Final Counts
104±10
108±10
59±8
36±6
12±3
5±2

2.80 MeV
Final Counts
211±15
137±12
129±11
85±9
42±6
9±3

Table 3.4: A summary of counts for the 2 He(20 Ne,p)21 Ne measurements with a 107MeV 20 Ne beam and the gas target. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
Due to the “ADC pileup” efficiency loss described in Sec. 3.4.1, a significant
portion of the 21 Ne particles are outside the particle ID gate (most are associated
with the scattered beam and pileup groups) and this efficiency factor can be calculated using Eq. 3.8. The method of calculating the “ADC pileup” efficiency is
discussed here. The number of 21 Ne before this “ADC pileup” can be obtained by
counting the number of protons without a PID cut in Fig. 3.23. By comparing the
resulting proton yield to the proton yield with the particle ID gate applied to the
21
Ne particle group (red polygon in Fig. 3.23), we can obtain the “ADC pileup”
efficiency. This procedure is repeated for all individual runs for the (d,p) measurements with the gas target and 107-MeV 20 Ne beam energy. The results (Table 3.5)
show good consistency between calculations using direct experimental data and Eq.
3.8. According to Eq. 3.8, the overall efficiency is 37±17% with average IC counting
rate of 590.5±271.3 kHz for all 107-MeV (d,p) runs using the gas target.
Run#
33
34
35

IC Rates (kHz) ε1 (%) ε2 (%)
471.3±175.8
48±6
51±5
513.7±241.7
45±6
43±4
858.2±232.8
15±3
21±3

ε (%)
45±14
42±17
23±10

Table 3.5: Calculations of efficiencies using experimental data at 0.35 MeV (ε1 ) and
2.80 MeV (ε2 ) and using Eq. 3.8 (ε).
Additionally, the data also need to be corrected for the dead time efficiency (“Live
Triggers”/“All Triggers”=70.40±0.03%), the wire interception efficiency (89.7%),
and the solid angle coverage.
The solid angle coverage is obtained using Geant4 simulations, and a variety of
beam positions were used for a series of simulations. The final solid angle coverage
is the average of all the simulations and the standard deviations are evaluated. All
of the statistics are presented in Table 3.6.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.4.1, the purpose of performing this 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne measurement with the gas target is to normalize the (α,p) reaction products using the
∆N(d,p) dσ(d,p)
factor η(d,p)
/ dΩ (θ(d,p) ). Currently, there is no published data for 2 H(20 Ne,p)21 Ne
at a 10-MeV deuteron energy. Thus the cross sections are taken from DWBA cal77

◦

Angle
32.5
ε(%) 0.76±0.04
Angle
17.4◦
ε(%) 1.17±0.07

0.35 MeV state
36.4
39.8◦
42.9◦
0.71±0.04 0.50±0.04 0.39±0.02
2.80 MeV state
◦
26.1
31.3◦
35.5◦
1.05±0.08 0.77±0.13 0.57±0.09
◦

46.3◦
0.35±0.03

49.1◦
0.28±0.07

40.3◦
0.47±0.05

43.6◦
0.35±0.03

Table 3.6: Simulated mean CMS angles and solid angle coverage in percentage of
4π for each segment of the HELIOS Si array for the 2 He(20 Ne,p)21 Ne reaction using
a gas target and a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam.
culations with published spectroscopic factors (0.62 for 0.35 MeV and 0.8 for 2.8
MeV) and the cross sections are presented in Table 3.7 for angles corresponding to
each segment of the Si array.

Angle
dσ
(mb/sr)
dΩ
Angle
dσ
(mb/sr)
dΩ

0.35 MeV state
32.5 36.4◦ 39.8◦ 42.9◦
10.1
8.8
7.2
5.7
2.80 MeV state
17.4◦ 26.1◦ 31.3◦ 35.5◦
49.5 15.1 15.9 18.8
◦

46.3◦
4.3

49.1◦
3.1

40.3◦
20.8

43.6◦
21.2

Table 3.7: Cross sections from DWBA calculations using Ptolemy.
∆N

(d,p)
dσ
The final value of η(d,p)
/ dΩ
(θ(d,p) )(d,p) is the average of the results calculated
for each segment of the HELIOS Si array, weighted by the proton counts for each
state. The final value to be used for the normalization of the 20 Ne(α,p) data is
∆N(d,p) dσ
/ dΩ (θ(d,p) )(d,p) = 4200±700 ( mb
)−1 .
η(d,p)
sr

3.4.4 107 MeV 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na
The initial spectra for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction before any cuts are presented
in Fig. 3.25 and Fig. 3.26, which show the position of the scattered 20 Ne particle
group. Based on the initial particle ID spectra and the Geant4 simulations (Fig.
3.27), a set of preliminary cuts are attempted to reduce background, which include
∆E3<900, ∆E2>50, ∆E1>50, e(proton energy loss in Si)>0.5 MeV and TAC<900.
With the preliminary cuts on the particle ID spectra, the structure of the timing spectrum becomes clear. As proton RF timing is the same for protons from
all reactions, it is expected that the known RF timing cuts deduced from the
2
H(20 Ne,1 H)21 Ne data set with the gas target can also be used for the (α,p) reaction data. Furthermore, Geant4 simulations show that the time difference for
recoils traveling from the target to the IC between (α,p) and (d,p) reactions is ∼10
ns, which is well less than the FWHM of the TAC peak (72 ns). In other words,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.25: The raw IC spectra of energy losses in (a) section 1 vs section 2 and
(b) section 2 vs section 3 of the IC.

Figure 3.26: The raw spectrum of energy vs. position in the Si detector array for
the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurement with a 107-MeV 20 Ne beam.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.27: Simulations of energy losses of 23 Na recoils from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na
reaction in (a) section 1 vs section 2 and (b) section 2 vs section 3 of the IC.
locations of particle groups from (α,p) and (d,p) reactions are inseparable in the RF
and TAC timing spectra. Thus, the same timing gate on the RF vs. TAC spectrum
from the (d,p) reaction is applied to the (α,p) reaction data set ( Fig. 3.21). Fine
tuning of the cuts will be discussed later in this section.
After the backgrounds in the IC spectra are significantly reduced by the timing
cut, a more stringent particle ID cut can be attempted. To study the features in
the particle ID spectrum, the spectrum of energy loss in Section 1 vs. Section 2 of
the IC is compared to the same spectrum after the anti-timing cut and also to the
spectrum of the empty gas cell data set with same time cut. The comparison (Fig.
3.28) shows that one particular particle group exists only when 4 He gas fills the
target. Furthermore, both this particle group and the simulated 23 Na particle group
are located in a similar position relative to 20 Ne. The identification of the particle
group is confirmed by a perfect match between the energy vs. position spectrum
after the particle ID and timing cuts are applied, and the simulated energy vs.
position spectrum (Fig. 3.28). The aligned 1D spectrum is presented in Fig. 3.29.
After the preliminary cuts needed to obtain a clean energy vs. position spectrum
for the (α,p) reaction data are applied, the cuts can be further refined using the
methods described below.
The first step in this procedure is to quantify the statistics. To obtain quantitative results, proton lines in the energy vs. position spectrum need to be aligned and
projected to the Y axis. Typically, the alignment parameters are obtained by fitting
a proton line from one specific state. Then the fitting results are applied back to
the experimental data with following equation,
enew = edata − (a ∗ z + b).

(3.21)

However, the statistics from the (α,p) reaction are so low that a reliable fit can not
be obtained. Thus the fitting is performed using the simulated proton lines from
different excited states. As the excitation energies of the states we are trying to
study cover from 0 to 3.91 MeV, simulated data from the 2.08 MeV proton line are
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.28: (a) A particle ID spectrum (section 1 vs section 2) with the timing
cut and ∆E3<900 applied; (b) the same spectrum with anti-timing cut; (c) the
particle ID spectrum with the empty gas cell data set after the same timing cut and
∆E3<900 are applied; (d) the comparison between measured energy vs. position
spectrum (black stars) after gating on the particle group circled in red in (a), and
the simulated spectrum (red dots).
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Figure 3.29: The yields of the excitation energy spectrum of
20
Ne beam.

23

Na, with 107-MeV

selected for the fit.
After the proton lines are aligned and projected, the number of data points below
4 MeV is recorded as the reaction yield. The same procedure is repeated for the
empty gas cell data set. In order to determine the amount of background for the
equivalent integrated beam on target when the gas target is filled, the yield from the
empty gas cell data set is scaled according to the ratio of the fusion reaction counts
between the reaction data set and the empty gas cell data set (described in Sec. 3.4.1
and the ratio for this measurement is equal to 2.984±0.005). The resulting number
is the amount of background counts to be subtracted from the reaction data.
In order to determine the most appropriate cuts to apply to the data in various
spectra, we gradually increase the gate area until the increase in reaction yield
matches the increase in background yield. This idea is illustrated with the “Not
IC3” cut (∆E3 < ∆E3limit ). The “Not IC3” cut is used because 23 Na particles
stop in section 2 and do not produce section 3 signals. First, a list of values for
∆E3limit at 100 Channel intervals starting at Channel 0 are created and the data
are repeatedly sorted with each new ∆E3limit applied, while other cuts remain the
same. The reaction yield and the amount of background are recorded using each
∆E3limit and are presented in Fig. 3.30. The figure shows that the ratio of the
reaction yield to the amount of background starts around 750 at ∆E3limit =0 and
then dramatically drops to low values around 1. Therefore, ∆E3<100 is selected for
the “Not IC3” cut. It is observed that the ratios between a ∆E3limit of 1100 and
1500 are slightly above 1, and this phenomenon is due to the “ADC pileup” effect
described in Section 3.4.1. This is due to 23 Na being associated with the scattered
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20

Ne group, despite not depositing energy in section 3. Therefore, by applying the
“Not IC3” cut, some real 23 Na events are vetoed with and this needs to be accounted
for using the “ADC pileup” correction.

Figure 3.30: In the top figure, rates are calculated as counts/100 channels for the
He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction data set (red) and empty gas cell data set (blue). The
ratio between reaction rates and background rates is presented in green. For the
ratio, if background rates are 0, the values are set to 1 and the markers are given
by an ’x’. The bottom figure is the ∆E2 vs ∆E3 histogram and the association
between data density and color is presented in the colormap. The two figures share
the x axis.

4

The same method is applied to cuts on the particle ID spectrum and the timing
spectrum. In this scenario, cuts with slightly different sizes are attempted to evaluate
the systematic uncertainties. The graphical cuts are plotted in the bottom halves
of Fig. 3.36a and Fig. 3.36b and the statistics of the differences between each pair
of neighboring cuts are presented in the top half. For example, the bars labeled A
show the statistics of data points between cut A and cut B. These two figures show
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that cut D in Fig. 3.36a and cut C in Fig. 3.36b are the most appropriate cuts to
apply to the particle ID and TAC vs. RF spectra, respectively.
-

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.31: (a) Results from fine-tuning the cut on the ∆E1 vs. ∆E2 PID spectrum,
where multiple cuts are plotted on the bottom panel and the statistics are evaluated
between each pair of cuts in the top panel (e.g. the statistics shown for D are the
statistics for the differences between cuts C and D). (b) Similar fine-tuning analysis
for the cut on the timing spectrum. Instead of the ratios between reaction yields
and the amount of background, the differences (Residue) between the two numbers
are plotted. The counts and the associated uncertainties of the bars labeled A, B
and C are magnified by a factor of 10 for better visualization.
After optimizing all the applied cuts, statistics for all the proton lines corresponding to excited states populated via the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction can be evaluated.
As statistics are very low, proton lines from states separated by less than 0.3 MeV in
excitation energy are inseparable and the statistics are summarized for each group
of excited states in Table 3.8. In this table, the “Final Counts” are calculated as
“counts” - “Background Rate”∗“Area”, where the “Background Rate” is the counts
per MeV in the energy spectrum from the empty gas cell data set and can be calculated simply as 2.948 (fusion reaction ratio) × counts/MeV at Ex<=5 MeV in the
empty gas cell spectrum (e.g. 8 counts in the background spectrum below 5 MeV
give counts/MeV equal to 8 counts *2.948/5 MeV = 4.7 counts/MeV).
The interception efficiency is 89.7% for the 18 grids before the stopping position
of the particle group of 23 Na; the “ADC pileup” efficiency is 47±5% based on the
average IC rate being 448±65 kHz; the dead time efficiency is 75.89±0.02%.
As the statistics for (α,p) reactions are very low, geometrical efficiencies for each
group of states are presented across the whole range of the Si detector array, instead
of for single detector segment. Thus, only one global solid angle coverage is provided
for each state shown in Table 3.9.
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States (MeV)
Region (MeV)
0,0.44
[-0.25, 0.69]
2.08,2.39,2.64,2.70,2.98
[1.83, 3.23]
3.68,3.85,3.91
[3.43, 4.16]
4.43,4.77
[4.18, 5.02]

Counts
35
146
46
68

Final Counts
31±6
139±12
42±7
64±8

Table 3.8: A summary of yields. Regions are where the reaction yields are evaluated.
The “Counts” are proton numbers from the energy vs. position spectrum with
refined cuts and “Final Counts” are the proton yields after background subtraction,
where the background is evaluated from the empty gas cell data set. Uncertainties
shown are statistical uncertainties only.

States (MeV)
0
0.44
2.08
2.39
2.64,2.70
2.98
3.68
3.85,3.91
4.43
4.77

Angular Range (CMS)
[38.5◦ ,55.2◦ ]
[37.4◦ ,54.2◦ ]
[31.0◦ ,53.2◦ ]
[30.1◦ ,53.1◦ ]
[25.1◦ ,51.9◦ ]
[26.3◦ ,50.3◦ ]
[14.4◦ ,49.7◦ ]
[19.6◦ ,49.6◦ ]
[15.6◦ ,49.4◦ ]
[3.7◦ ,46.5◦ ]

ε (%)
2.7±0.1
2.7±0.1
3.2±0.2
3.3±0.2
3.5±0.1
3.7±0.2
4.0±0.2
4.2±0.1
4.6±0.2
5.0±0.2

Table 3.9: A summary of geometric efficiencies for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurement
with a 107-MeV beam energy and gas target.
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Additionally, the fusion evaporation reaction ratio between the (d,p) and (α,p)
reactions can be obtained using the method described in Sec. 3.4.1 and this ratio is
equal to 4.728±0.006.
With all the above efficiencies and the results from section 3.4.3, the (α,p) cross
section can be calculated using Eq. 3.17 and the results are listed in Table 3.10.
States (MeV)
Average Angle
0,0.44
40.1◦
2.08,2.39,2.64,2.70,2.98
39.2◦
3.68,3.85,3.91
36.0◦
4.43,4.77
33.3◦

Angular Range
[26.2◦ ,52.5◦ ]
[28.4◦ ,52.8◦ ]
[23.5◦ ,51.7◦ ]
[17.1◦ ,49.3◦ ]

dσ
dΩ

(mb/sr)
0.36±0.10
1.35±0.27
0.33±0.07
0.42±0.10

Table 3.10: Final cross section results for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurements with
a 107-MeV beam energy and gas target after all efficiency corrections.

3.4.5 88 MeV 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na
This measurement uses the same settings as the 107-MeV study, but the gas
target was cooled to 93 K. The procedure for analyzing the 88-MeV data set is
similar to the one used for the 107-MeV data set (including the analysis for the
(d,p) data set with both gas targets and solid targets) and the explanation of these
steps is not repeated here . As this measurement uses a lower beam energy, the
proton lines are shifted to higher Z values and lower proton energies in the energy
vs. position spectrum (Fig. 3.32), where proton lines are more difficult to separate
and background is greater. Thus, statistics and cross sections of only two groups
of states are presented in Fig. 3.34 and in Table 3.11. Additionally, the efficiencies
used for the calculations are included in Table. 3.12. For completeness, this section
also includes the comparison of PID spectra of reaction data and empty gas cell
data (Fig. 3.33), and the analysis of the systematic uncertainties of the cuts used
(Fig. 3.35).
Excitation Energies (MeV) Average Angle Angular Range
0,0.44
42.0◦
[29.6◦ ,55.2◦ ]
◦
2.08,2.39,2.64,2.70,2.98
40.7
[27.8◦ ,53.4◦ ]

dσ
(mb/sr)
dΩ

1.3±0.2
1.7±0.3

Table 3.11: Resulting cross sections for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurement using an
88-MeV 20 Ne beam and the gas target after all efficiency corrections.

3.4.6 40 MeV 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na and 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne Studies
In the final part of the experiment, the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction was measured
using a 40-MeV 20 Ne beam, and the gas target was filled with 710 Torr 4 He gas at
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Figure 3.32: Energy vs. position spectrum after applying particle ID cuts and timing
cuts. With the lower 88-MeV beam energy, the proton lines shift to lower energy
and higher z in the spectrum, compared to the 107-MeV spectrum (Fig. 3.28d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.33: (a) A particle ID spectrum (section 0 vs section 1) with the timing cut,
∆E2<500 and ∆E3<500 applied; (b) the same spectrum with an anti-timing cut
applied.
DeadTime (%)
88.48±0.04

ADC Pileup (%)
68±9

Interception (%)
92±1

Table 3.12: Efficiencies obtained for the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurement using an
88-MeV 20 Ne beam.
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Figure 3.34: Yields of the excitation energy spectrum of
measurement.

23

Na from the 88-MeV

room temperature. The gas target had an 88-µg/cm2 gold foil placed upstream of
the target and a 2.7 mg/cm2 aluminum foil downstream of the target. Thus the
beam energy inside the gas target was ∼31 MeV.
In this measurement, data from the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na and 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne
reactions were collected simultaneously. As described in Chapter 2, the HELIOS Si
array was positioned downstream of the gas target, and the IC was not installed.
In this setup, the beam intensity was not limited by the counting ability of the IC,
and significantly higher statistics are obtained for the (α,p) reaction. The main cut
used to eliminate most background was applied to the RF spectrum. As mentioned
previously, by gating on RF timing for protons and deuterons/alphas products from
the (α,p) or (α,α) reactions, respectively can be selected (Fig. 3.37). The statistics
for each reaction are summarized in Tables 3.13 and 3.14, where the background
statistics are evaluated in the region next to the ground state where no strong states
exists.
Unfortunately, one side of the Si array is shadowed by an aluminum frame,
which was used to support the Faraday cup. Thus, only statistics from the other
three sides (1, 2 and 4) are evaluated. Once again, the geometrical efficiencies are
simulated with different beam positions. Because of the loss of one side of the array,
the uncertainties of the simulated geometric efficiencies are larger. The simulated
geometrical efficiencies for both the (α,p) reaction and (α,α) scattering are presented
in Table 3.15.
As discussed in Sec. 3.4.1, the (α,p) measurements at 40 MeV are normalized
to (α,α) scattering using Eq. 3.20. The (α,α) scattering cross sections are obtained
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Figure 3.35: Top figure shows the rates calculated as counts/100 channels for the
He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction data set (red) and empty gas cell data using an 88-MeV
20
Ne beam (blue). The ratios between reaction rates and background rates are
presented in green. For the ratio, if background rates are 0, the values are set to 1
and the markers are given by an ‘x’. The bottom figure is the ∆E2 vs ∆E3 histogram
and the association between data density and color is presented in the colormap.
The two figures share the x axis.
4

Side
1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
193±18 201±18 234±19
NA
315±22 307±22 302±21 229±19
84±10
NA
NA
NA
154±16 114±16 128±14
NA

5
NA
255±20
NA
NA

6
NA
221±18
NA
NA

Table 3.13: A summary of counts for 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na measurements with a 40-MeV
beam energy and gas target for each side of the Si array. NA is given for a detector
segment where proton lines can not be separated from background.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.36: Similar systematic study of cuts for the PID spectrum (∆E0 vs. ∆E1)
and RF vs. TAC timing spectrum for 88-MeV (α,p) data set, as shown in Fig. 3.31.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.37: (a) Proton energy vs. position spectrum from (α,p) reactions after
gating on proton RF timing and (b) proton energy vs. position spectrum from (α,α)
scattering after gating on deuteron/alphas RF timing. The red dots are simulated
proton lines and the black dots are experimental data from the 40-MeV experimental
run using setup 2.
Side
1
2
3
4

1
2
2766±53 3208±57
3580±60 3803±62
577±24 993±32
1666±41 1593±40

3
2954±54
4205±65
1511±39
1414±38

4
5
6
2965±54
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
3248±57
NA
NA
NA
1899±44 NA

Table 3.14: A summary of counts for 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne measurements with 40 MeV
beam energy and gas target for each side of the Si array.
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state (MeV)
0
1.633

1 (%)
0.75±0.09
0.83±0.11

state (MeV)
0
0.44

1 (%)
1.29±0.09
1.4±0.1

(α,α) scattering
2 (%)
3 (%)
4 (%)
0.68±0.09 0.62±0.08 0.55±0.07
0.73±0.09 0.66±0.08 0.59±0.07
(α,p) reaction
2 (%)
3 (%)
4 (%)
1.2±0.1
1.2±0.1
1.2±0.1
1.4±0.1
1.3±0.1
1.3±0.2

5 (%)
0.47±0.06
0.51±0.07

6 (%)
0.51±0.07
0.19±0.03

5 (%)
1.2±0.1
1.2±0.2

6 (%)
1.3±0.2
1.4±0.2

Table 3.15: Simulated geometrical efficiencies (given as percentage of 4π) of 3 sides
of the HELIOS Si array for 4 He(20 Ne,4 He)20 Ne and 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na using the gas
targets and a 40-MeV beam energy. The uncertainties are the standard deviation of
simulated efficiencies for all beam position shifts (1 mm step for each direction and
up to 2 mm distance from the center of the gas target.)
from Ref. [84], where a list of reaction energies and the associated cross sections of
the 20 Ne(4 He,4 He)20 Ne reaction are presented. Cross sections from [84] are adopted
if the energy points are within 2 sigma (1 sigma is 0.23 MeV) of the simulated mean
energy of the reaction point in the gas cell. The average (±the standard deviation)
of the selected cross sections are 48±21 mb at 80◦ .
After the above procedures are applied, the cross sections at three different angles
for the (α,p) reaction studied with a 40-MeV 20 Ne beam are presented in Table 3.16.
Though the proton lines from the 4 He(20 Ne,p1 )23 Na reaction are visible (p1 refers
to the reaction measurement populating 23 Na recoils in the first excited state), the
statistics can not be extracted due to heavy background contamination (Fig. 3.37b).
Angle
105.0◦
100.4◦
95.9◦

Cross Sections (mb/sr)
1.9±1.1
1.8±1.1
1.9±1.2

Table 3.16: Measured differential cross sections for 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reactions at a
31-MeV 20 Ne beam energy, populating the ground state of 23 Na only. Because of
higher statistics, cross sections are calculated at three angles.
For the final result, the cross sections from the 40-MeV 20 Ne beam measurements
populating the ground state of 23 Na only are averaged into one cross section (1.9±0.7
mb/sr) and this number is compared to the published result from Vanhoy et al. [56]
(Fig. 3.38), assuming an isotropic angular distribution for this reaction. The average
cross section of the data from Vanhoy et al. folding in the energy distribution of the
20
Ne at reaction points is ∼1.6 mb/sr and is agreement with our value of 1.9±0.7
mb/sr.
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Figure 3.38: A comparison between the cross section measured in this experiment
and published data of the inverse reaction by Vanhoy et al. [56]. The red marker
represents the data point from this measurement and the scattered black dots are
measurements by Vanhoy et al. Previously published data are fit using R-matrix
code with the results shown by the thick black line (see [56] for more details).
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
The (α,p) and (p,α) reactions are important in astrophysics for their significant
impact on energy output and on the final abundances produced in various astrophysical sites, such as classical novae, X-Ray Burst, and several types of Supernovae.
Among all (α,p) reactions, the 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na reaction is a critical one in Type Ia
Supernovae. We studied this reaction in inverse kinematics at Argonne National
Laboratory using the HELIOS beam line. In the experiment a cryogenic gas target
is used for producing (α,p) reactions, the HELIOS Si array is used to measure the
energies and positions of protons and a fast position sensitive ionization chamber is
used to detect the heavy recoils (23 Na). Three sets of measurements were performed
using 20 Ne beam energies of 107, 88, and 40 MeV (100, 80 and 31 MeV at the reaction point), and the cross sections of this reaction populating the ground state of
23
Na are presented in Fig. 4.1 for all three beam energies, along with a TALYS cross
section calculation [85], a statistical Hauser-Feshbach (HF) calculations of the cross
sections. The measurements agree with the TALYS calculation, but the energy-cross
section trend is atypical, as the cross section increases with lower reaction energies.
We speculate that other reactions compete with the (α,p) reaction at higher beam
energies, which results in a decrease in the cross sections of 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na reaction.
1000$
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100$

10$
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1$
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0.1$

0.01$
3$
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9$
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15$

17$

19$

21$

Reac)on%Energy%in%CMS%(MeV)%

Figure 4.1: Total cross sections of the 4 He(20 Ne,p)23 Na reaction populating 23 Na
in the ground state. The cross sections for beam energies of 107 and 88 MeV are
obtained by multiplying the combined differential cross sections from 23 Na states
at 0 and 0.44 MeV in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 by 0.5. The measurements are
compared to the TALYS cross section calculations.
Future work are listed here: examining uncertainties from the DWBA calculations by comparing several different models, such as FRESCO, DWUCK4 and
PTOLEMY; determining contributions of excited states compared to the ground
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state and comparing to HF calculations; determining reaction rates from the cross
sections and using the rates in SNe simulations to study the effect of the 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na
reaction on the nucleosynthesis process.
The 20 Ne(α,p)23 Na reaction cross section has been measured at three different
beam energies directly. This direct measurement is the first direct measurement of
this reaction approaching astrophysically relevant energies for Type Ia Supernovae.
As it has been shown to be one of the most influential reactions for these astrophysical events, we plan to continue studies of this reaction at lower energies in the
future, in addition to expanding this new technique for other direct (α,p) reaction
measurements of astrophysical interest.
The measured cross section at the lowest energy point agrees with published
data (shown in Fig. 3.38), and this is a proof-of-principle success of the experimental setup for (α,p) reaction measurements. The inability to obtain cross section
measurements populating excited states of 23 Na at this energy shows the significance
of the IC in providing reaction coincidences. For reactions such as 18 Ne(α,p)21 Na (a
break out reaction from the hot CNO cycle) and 30 S(α,p)33 Cl (a reaction of interest
for waiting points in Type I X-Ray Bursts), measurements within the astrophysical
regime can be achieved using the 1st experimental setup with the IC and cross section information from excited states populated in the heavy recoils can be expected.
An upgrade to the inflight facility is under development at Argonne National Laboratory. This set of devices will allow the production of radioactive ion beams with
high purity, and a series of (α,p) reactions of astrophysical interest can be measured
using this setup in the future.
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